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Abstract 

 

     In recent years, the volume of data has increased dramatically. The usage of 

multimedia applications with in social media applications; is increasing day by day 

in human social life. Multimedia applications, in particular, need stronger 

guarantees about the minimum throughput and maximum latency to work 

satisfactorily. Reaching the required level of end user satisfaction is a challenging 

work for companies in high technology environment. Efficient management of 

networked services requires deep understanding of the relationship between the 

Quality of Services (QoS) and the Quality of Experience (QoE). 

This work considers the issue of national, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) need 

to be capable to deliver increasingly more demanding services with higher quality 

standards. For this purpose, a general framework for enhancing QoE through better 

configuration of QoS parameters and end users’ feedback measurement is 

proposed. The proposed framework includes two main parts: the QoS part and the 

QoE part. Furthermore, the QoS part deals with various relevant mechanisms in 

both data and control planes. 

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed QoE framework, a real-

life ISP network has been chosen for applying the proposed framework. The 

obtained results have shown that the satisfaction level of end users has been 

significantly increased after the deployment of our proposed QoE framework to the 

considered ISP network. This important QoE enhancement has been obtained for 

all social networking applications considered in this study which includes, 

Facebook, Viber, and Tango.  

For Facebook case the enhancement, most of users rated their level of 

satisfaction as “fair” before implementing the framework; however, after 

implementing the framework the results improved and about 90% of users rated 

this service as “excellent”. Comparable levels of enhancement have been also 



 

 

II 
 

obtained for both services of Viber and Tango after deployment of the proposed 

framework with negligible negative effect on other services. Indeed, regarding the 

enhancement in some network QoS parameters, the value of ping jitter has been 

reduced by a factor more than 6 times after implement the framework for various 

considered services.      
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

 

1.1  Overview 
 
 

During the last decade, the Quality of Service (QoS) and the Quality of 

Experience (QoE) become the most important topics concerned by the 

service providers, especially concerning the satisfaction of the user 

[1].The QoS is generally defined for network resource availability, 

delivery, and capacity. The term of QoS is used to explain the overall 

experience between the user and the application over a network. QoS 

includes a wide range of technology, parameters, architecture, and 

protocols. Network providers complete end to-end QoS by ensuring that 

all network elements work effectively and control all traffic over the 

network. Another definition of QoS is provisioning the set of qualitative 

and quantitative characteristics of a distributed network system to reach 

the required functionality of an application [2].  

On the other hand, the QoE is defined as the measure of user 

satisfaction and performance based on subjective and objective 

psychological measures of using a service or product [3]. With this fast 

revolution of high speed networks and networked services, supplying 

differentiated services in the network to the user, the QoS  and QoE 

became more and more essential [4]. 

The QoS is related to the presentation of consistent, predictable data 

transmission and fulfillment of the requirements of the user’s application, 

respectively. In other words, this means providing the network that is 

transparent to its users [5].The usage of social media applications and  
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Multimedia application is increasing day by day in human social life, 

medical, military and businesses. The usability or the success of 

continuous multimedia application depends largely on the QoS .Various 

factors and parameters need to be studied and analyzed in relation to QoS 

and QoE [6]. 

1.2  Quality of Service Concept 

 

The ability of a network to provide enhanced service to selected 

network traffic over collection of networking technologies is one o f the 

essential characteristics of QoS  including Frame Relay, Asynchronous 

Transfer Mode (ATM), Ethernet and 802.11 networks, and IP-routed 

networks [7] [8] [9].  

It is crucial to understand and make a difference between the meanings 

of QoS. Firstly, some researchers argue that QoS means introducing an 

element of predictability and reliability into existing networks. Secondly, 

from the prospective of others, QoS means obtaining higher transport 

efficiency or throughput from the network. Meanwhile, QoS is simply a 

means of differentiating classes of data service, according to the third 

group of researchers [6]. 

There are some QoS features that enable providing better network 

services such as [8] [10]:  

 Supporting dedicated bandwidth 

 providing guarantees on the ability of a network to deliver 

predictable results 

 Improving loss characteristics  

 Avoiding and managing network congestion 
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 Shaping network traffic  

 Setting traffic priorities across the network  

 providing controlled jitter and latency 

Quality and service are the two main concepts in QoS. Quality is 

specified as "the collective effect of service performances, which 

determine the degree of satisfaction of a user of a service “[7]. In other 

words, quality in networking is generally used to describe the process of 

delivering data in a certain manner [6]. On the other hand, service is 

generally used to describe something offered to end-users of a network. 

QoS elements of network performance include ava ilability (uptime), 

bandwidth (throughput), latency (delay), and error rate. A network 

monitoring system must typically be deployed as part of QoS, to guarantee 

that networks are performing at the desired level [7].  

There are different situations in QoS, such as one-way, half-duplex, and 

two-ways, full-duplex. For example, one-way communication can accept 

relatively long delays. However, delay in two ways is increased if the 

round-trip time exceeds 100 millisecond. As widely accepted that 

combined video and audio is very sensitive to differential delays. Data 

communication protocols are very sensitive to errors and loss. One of the 

reasons for introducing QoS is that it could enhance the performance of 

operational networks. For example, better balancing of the load in a 

network and use of the network resources efficiently lead to improve the 

QoS mechanisms [11].  

Some people argue that bandwidth is the main answer to the question 

how to obtain QoS.  A key component for offering QoS is bandwidth, 

because there are some of the services that cannot be delivered properly  
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Without having a capable infrastructure. However, bandwidth alone is 

not the answer. Besides, proving high quality of hardware, routing 

programming and monitoring are the other key components to obtain the 

QoS [11].QoS is a measure for how well a service serves the customer. 

Meanwhile, QoS properties include response time, availability or 

reputation [12]. In QoS, the capability to create different traffic 

management mechanisms is crucial in order to make a difference between 

classes of services and to provide some level of assurance and 

performance optimization that can affect user perception [13].  

 

1.3  Quality of Experience Concept 

    QoE is a measure of user performance based on objective and subjective 

psychological measures of using a service or product . In fact, the QoE 

might be restricted to collecting subjective measures from users [3] 

[14].Real-time internet applications have been deployed more and more, 

day after day, and sensitivity of these applications for QoS parameters: 

delay, jitter, bandwidth and packet lose are increasingly considered. So 

network operators and service providers want to control their network 

sources while maintaining user satisfaction. In this direction, QoE 

measurement helps service providers to control their network resources to 

ensure customer's satisfaction and service quality. The design of QoE 

system is based on measuring network related parameters to evaluate 

service quality [15]. In addition, QoE is an aggregate of non-technical 

parameters like user experience, expectations and perception with technical 

parameters such as network-level QoS and application level. Thus, QoE can 

be considered as a collection of QoS and human user-related metrics.  
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Therefore, QoE will be the key success factor for current and future service 

providers.  

Network operators try to understand how to minimize network churn by 

providing better services to the users. On the other hand, network engineers 

require the knowledge about underlying network conditions affecting users 

QoE for user-centric network optimization. It is widely assumed that by 

maximizing network QoS (e.g., increasing network bandwidth and/or 

increasing wireless signal strength) or by reducing the cost of services, 

users will be satisfied with the services provided to them. However, it can 

be argued that QoS provided by the operators may not connect well with 

users’ QoE [14]. It is important for service providers to understand the 

quantitative relationship between QoE and these technical parameters in 

order to manage the user perceived quality [16].  

The QoE is a human centric notion that produces perception, feelings, 

needs, and intentions and it is also a technology centric metric used to 

assess the performance of a multimedia application and/or network [17]. 

The overall performance of a system, from the user perspective is QoE. 

Many factors can affect the QoE depending on the application and users 

expectations. The term of QoE is used to express how it is satisfied by 

subscribers to the provided service quality. The poor QoE will cause 

dissatisfied subscribers and falls behind in contestants consequently the 

eventually bad market competitive power to players. Although QoE is very 

subjective in nature, it is very important that a strategy is devised to 

measure it as logically as possible. The ability to evaluate QoE will give the 

provider the crucial contribution of the network’s performance to the 

overall level of subscriber satisfaction [18] [19]. 
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1.4  Literature Survey 
 

 In this section, some significant previous works are reviewed. The QoS 

of a given system is expressed as a set of parameter-value pairs, sometimes 

called QoS requirements. We consider each parameter as a typed variable 

whose values can range over a given set. Different applications on the same 

distributed system can have different subsets of relevant QoS parameters or 

requirements as presented by Vogel et al in [2]. So the QoS is essential for 

all types of technologies and QoS have different requirements  that include 

packet loss, delay, and delay jitter.  

Xiuzhong Chen et al in [20] pointed that some protocols like H.323 and 

SIP support some kind of interfaces to QoS management as they allow the 

users and the network to reach a service agreement, and let the network 

appropriately allocate resources to ensure QoS guarantees to the calls that 

have been admitted QoS in the VoIP applications.  

The unceasing demand for using multimedia applications over the 

Internet has increased. How to satisfy the quality of service (QoS) 

requirements of these applications, requirements like bandwidth, delay, 

jitter, packet loss, and reliability. One of the most issues in providing QoS 

guarantees is how to determine paths that satisfy QoS constraints. Fernando 

Kuipers thesis, in QoS routing, is to find paths that obey multiple user -

desired QoS constraints, also referred to as the multi-constrained path 

(MCP) problem. To facilitate exact QoS routing, four concepts has been 

discuss: (1) a non-linear length function, (2) a k-shortest paths approach, (3) 

the concept of non-dominance and (4) the look-a head concept. The non-

linear length function is necessary, because multiple constraints make the 

MCP problem non-linear. A proposed the algorithm SAMCRA (Self- 
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Adaptive Multiple Constraints Routing Algorithm). The results indicate 

that SAMCRA, with a properly chosen path length function, is not only an 

exact and fast QoS routing algorithm, but that it also serves as an effective 

traffic engineering algorithm that optimizes network throughput[21].  

According to Thu-Huong truong and Tai-Hung Nguyue ,the changing 

behavior of QoE with respect to changes of QoS parameters in the context 

of video streaming service in an IMS-based IPTV network discuss. QoE in 

both terms of Mean Opinion Scores and VQM is studied as functions of 

loss, jitter, and delay. The QoE-QoS correlation could be a significant first 

step to build a smart QoE monitoring and control mechanism as an added 

value to promote the IMS based IPTV network, the relationship of QoE and 

one of the QoS parameters (delay, jitter) can be closely approximated by a 

function and can be confidently applied to our QoE control mechanisms, the 

variation of QoE to simultaneous changing of all QoS parameters is not yet 

quantified because of the complexity with unpredictable patterns [22].  

Kamaljit I. Lakhtaria discussed the quality assurance to NGN and taking 

into account both perceptual quality of experience and technology- dependent 

quality of service issues. The development and discussion of following the end-to-

end controllability of the quality of the multimedia NGN-based communications in 

an environment that is best effort in its nature and helps end user’s access 

uncertainty, global mobility, and service agility. Ensuring Quality of Service (QoS) 

for the network and Quality of Experience (QoE) for the user is biggest challenge. 

The complexity and the performance requirements of the rather complex signaling 

procedures are an issue that would present a substantial load to the entire 

environment, and the required level of intelligence needed to perform the quality 

negotiation and enforcement with the respective security issues is challenging [23].  
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Many architectures: Integrated Services, Differentiated Services, MPLS, 

Traffic Engineering, have been proposed for providing end to end QoS to 

applications by identifying, handling and controlling traffic using various 

scheduling and resource reservation mechanisms, yet providing end to end 

QoS is still a key challenging for today's tactical networks, particularly for 

supporting multimedia service consequently its stringent requirements on 

time surrounded parameters such as delay, jitter etc.  

In [24], Liu, Evans and Weerakoon proposed an integrated framework 

where the interaction between QoS aware video application, the content 

information of a packet, and DiffServ network is taken into consideration. 

This interaction is performed through video application dynamically 

marking packet priorities for each video packet and using the two unused 

bits in the DS field. The Triage algorithm was augmented to provide content 

aware service differentiation based on relative QoS requirements of each 

packet. This framework takes advantage of the nature of the unequal 

importance of video packets and provides a mechanism to try to preserve 

information that is most important to spatial/temporal quality when 

challenged with packet loss or long end-to-end delays.  

In [25], Möller et al used QoS to improve multi-layer Networks-on-Chip 

(NoC) that allow several data transfers to occur in parallel and are indeed 

can be the communication infrastructure of future hundred-cores Systems-

on-Chip (SoCs).  

Some other frameworks were introduced to enhance QoE concept. 

Alvarez et al [26] presented a flexible QoE framework for video streaming 

services. Service evaluations are QoE metrics to achieve high performance 

network quality. Various types of performance, such as Network 

Performance, Network Performance Overall, QoE, and end-to-end QoS   
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Had been discussed in the literature. The effect of QoS measurement of 

web browsing services in 3G networks was presented by Sigit Haryadi and 

sandy Nusantara In [27].  

Jyoteesh Malhotra and Priyanka considered the QoS in WiMAX 

“Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access”. By using Schedu ling 

algorithms OPNET. To configure the traffic generator and require the users 

to write scripts to specify the parameters such as packet length, packet 

inter-arrival time, and the distribution of the traffic. The OPNET simulator 

is better if implemented regarding QoS, resource allocation and scheduling. 

This also describes the applications of WiMAX. The open issues related to 

Physical Layer and Mac Layer. The area of security in WiMAX has many 

issues which need to be resolved WiMAX has different QoS requirements to 

support different applications for better QoS [28].  

Another QoE management framework, called “in-service feedback QoE 

framework”, was also introduced by Kim, Lee, and Zhang in [29], where 

end users give feedback immediately whenever service dissatisfaction 

occurs. This user-triggering scheme initiates investigation to find out which 

factors dominantly deteriorated the quality. The Proposed an in-service 

feedback QoE framework (IFQF).Is the IFQF is a user -triggering scheme, 

which begins investigating the main factors of the quality deterioration. 

Gathered feedback information from end users can be analyzed collectively 

to find out the reason and location of faults. The feedback should be 

reported during the service is on (or just after the service ends). General 

framework not depending on fixed numeric QoS values to enhance QoE.  

In [30], Malik et al argued that the Internet QoS has received a lot of 

work, the bulk of which has focused on wired networks. They concluded 

that many of the ideas developed for Internet QoS are also related more  
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Broadly to wireless QoS, hence, the development of new methods 

provide some unique challenges motivating in the wireless networks.  

According to Sethi and Kumar, QoS need also to be improved in Mobile 

Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) because of a number of issues have been 

arrived for multicasting communication in MANETs. Since we are using 

MANETs extensively, the major issue is providing quality of service that 

needs attention. In fact, many protocols had evolved to overcome this issue 

[31].  

So after considering all such research in QoS and QoE felids and 

understanding the importance of adopting these concepts in this fast 

technology revolution, we propose a general framework to improve QoE 

through QoS concept and parameters in order that national Internet Service 

Providers (ISPs) can satisfy their users and keep business successful.  

1.5  Problem Statement  
 

In this thesis the issue of national, Internet Service Providers (ISPs)  has 

been considered and need to reach higher level of QoS standards, by using 

user demand and satisfaction of all services that ISPs provide  serviced. 

Reaching a good QoS required level of end user satisfaction that be 

challenge work for companies in high technology environment.  To 

efficient management of networked services requires understanding of the 

relationship between the QoS and the QoE .Also this work considers the 

requirement of QoS parameters and what will be done to deliver services 

with higher quality standards.  
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1.6  Thesis Objective 
 

The main objectives of this work can be illustrated in the following points: 

 
 

 

1. Studying va r io us  methodologies, tools and techniques re l a t e d  t o  

QoS and QoE in  t he  I nt e r ne t  such as Best-efforts, IntServ and 

DiffServ. 

2. Proposing a general QoE framework such that ISPs can restructure entire 

network parameters to be able to adopt with QoS challenges and user new 

demands. 

3. Applying the proposed framework steps on a rea l ISP network in 

order to study the QoS parameters and QoE results before and after 

applying the framework. 

4. Better understanding of the relationship between QoS and QoE, especially 

for new social media applications. 
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1.7  Thesis Layout 
 

    The content of the remaining parts of the thesis can be summarized as below. 

Chapter two presents the required theoretical details for both QoS and QoE 

methodologies, techniques, parameters, and architectures. 

    In Chapter three, we propose a general framework to improve QoE based on 

QoS parameters and users’ feedback. We believe that this framework can be         

beneficial especially for national ISPs.  

    In Chapter four, the real life application of the proposed QoE framework is 

explained. The detailed results of each application case and network structure are 

illustrated and the visualization has been explained step by step. Next, Chapter 

five presents the thes is ,  main conclusions and suggestions for future works. 

Finally, the thesis has one appendix (Appendix A) that contains the details of some 

important challenges facing the considered ISP and adopted solutions. 
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Chapter Two 

Theoretical Background 

2.1  Introduction 
 

In this chapter, all theoretical background for QoS and QoE is explained. We 

start with reviewing QoS background by considering QoS architectures, QoS layers, 

factors affecting QoS, QoS parameters, and the layered network architecture. 

Then the background of QoE is presented. Here, we explain QoE measurement, 

the relationship between QoE and QoS, factors influencing QoE, and QoE 

measure and metrics. All theoretical background required for this work is 

considered and the important points have been highlighted.  

2.2  QoS Review 
 

As mentioned in chapter one, QoS requirements has become an important issue 

for all network providers now. To quantitatively measure QoS, several related 

aspects of the network service are often considered, such as error rates, bit 

rate, throughput, transmission delay, availability, jitter, etc. QoS is particularly 

essential for the transport of traffic with specific requirements. In particular, much 

technology has been developed to allow networks to be useful and more efficient 

and prepare the networks for audio, video conversations, as well as supporting new 

applications of user demands. The quality of service is the ability to provide 

different priority to different applications, users, or data flows, or to guarantee a 

certain level of performance to a data flow [32].  

QoS can be parameterized as delay, delay variation (jitter), throughput, packet 

loss and error rates, security guarantees, which are suitable in an application. 

However, QoS is an essentially application specific. For example, in data transfer, 

packet loss is a crucial QoS parameter. Also the jitter is an important for quality of  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Throughput
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flow_(computer_networking)
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IP telephony, which can tolerate a certain percentage of packet loss without any 

degradation of quality. QoS control requires a considerate of the quantitative 

parameters at the application, system, and network layers [33]. 

 

2.2.1  QoS Architecture 

In QoS architecture, there are three types of QoS; perceived, assessed, and 

intrinsic QoS. To provide end-to-end QoS delivery, we should configure QoS by 

features throughout of a network [13]: 

1. Perceived QoS (P-QoS) is a user-oriented QoS defined as the quality 

perceived by the users, which depends on what the end points can do for 

the applications. 

2. Assessed QoS (A-QoS) refers to the will of a user to keep on using a 

specific service. It is related to P-QoS and depends on marketing and 

commercial aspects. 

3. Intrinsic QoS (I-QoS) is a network-oriented QoS concerned with what the 

networks can do for the applications. 

 In addition, the following three components are necessary to deliver QoS across 

a heterogeneous network [8]:  

1. The QoS in a single network element which includes queuing, scheduling, 

and traffic shaping features. 

2. QoS signals techniques for coordinating QoS from end-to-end between 

network elements. 

3. The control and administer end-to-end traffic across a network is 

significance policy and management of QoS. 

 In fact, we usually need to consider the functions of the router in the network, 

and then select the right QoS feature or features. Because essentially not all routers  
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In the      network do the same operations, therefore the QoS tasks they perform 

might differ as well [8]. 

2.2.2  QoS layers 

The QoS can mainly be considered in three layers: application, system, and 

network layers as shown in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Quality of service Layers [33] 

 

QoS Layer QoS Parameters 

Application 
Frame Rate, Frame size and Resolution, Response time 

Throughput, Security, Price and Convenience 

System 
Buffer Size ,Process priority ,Scheduling policy, Caching policy, 

Time Quantum 

Network 
Bandwidth, Throughput, Bit Error Rate , End-to-End Delay, Delay 

jitter , Peak Duration 

 

 System layer: The system parameters can be further classified into two 

categories: device parameters and network, operating system parameters. The 

QoS parameters in system layer are buffer size, process priority, scheduling 

policy, caching policy and time quantum for multi-media presentation. The 

quality of audio and video is important in addition to images; text and numbers. 

Moreover, the buffer size in an Internet router has several roles. It accommodates 

transient bursts in traffic, without having to drop packets. It keeps a reserve of 

packets, so that the link doesn’t go idle. It also introduces queuing delay and jitter 

[33].   

 Application layer: Application layer parameters describe requirements for 

application services and are specified in terms of media quality and media 

relations. Media quality includes source/destination characteristics such as media 

data unit rate, and transmission characteristics such as response time. Media  
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Relations specify relationships among media, such as media conversation, inter-

stream synchronization, and intra-stream synchronization. Some of these 

parameters at a high level can be included in general parameters defined as 

accuracy, precision, and timeliness. Timeliness, Accuracy, Precision (TAP) can 

together form a good criterion for QoS. Timeliness is defined as “when an event 

is to occur”. Maintaining means meeting a deadline. Accuracy is defined as “the 

degree to which the output conforms to the semantics and contexts of the 

applications”. Maintaining means guaranteeing the correctness of the data. 

Precision is defined as “the quantity of information provided or processed”. 

Maintaining means maintaining the amount of data being processed or 

transmitted over the network. System parameters describe communication and 

operating system requirements that are needed by application QoS. These 

parameters are specified in quantitative and qualitative terms. Quantitative 

criteria are those that can be evaluated in terms of concrete measures, such as bits 

per second, number of errors, task processing time, and data unit size. Qualitative 

criteria specify expected services, such as inter-stream synchronization, ordered 

delivery of data, error recovery mechanisms, and scheduling/caching mechanisms 

[33]. 

 Network layer: Network layer parameters are specified in terms of network load 

and network performance. Network load refers to ongoing traffic requirements 

such as packet inter-arrival time. Network performance describes the 

requirements that must be guaranteed, such as bandwidth, end-to-end delay, and 

jitter.  

The network services depend on a traffic model (arrival of connection requests)   and 

perform according to traffic parameters such as peak data rate or burst length. Hence, 

calculated traffic parameters are dependent on network parameters and are specified  
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In a traffic contract. Device parameters typically specify timing and throughput 

demands for media data units [33]. 

2.2.3  Factors Affecting QoS 

The following factors can profoundly affect the QoS: 

a) Delay: Echo and talker overlap are the problems that result from high end-to-end 

delay in a voice network. Round trip delay should be less than 50 millisecond to 

avoid echo. Since VoIP has longer delays, such systems must address the need 

for echo control and implement some means of echo cancellation. The ITU 

recommendation G.168 defines the performance requirements that are currently 

required for echo cancellers. Talker overlap becomes significant if the one-way 

delay becomes greater than 250 millisecond. Delay can be attributed to - 

accumulation delay, processing delay and network delay. Network delay 

describes the average length of time a packet traverses in a network. The 

network delay is handled by a good network design that minimizes the number 

of hops encountered and by the advent of faster switching devices like Layer 3 

switches, tag switching system like MPLS systems and ATM switches [32]. 

b) Jitter (Delay Variability): This is the variation in the inter-packet arrival time 

as introduced by the variable transmission delay over the network. Removing 

jitter requires collecting packets in buffers and holding them long enough to 

allow the slowest packets to arrive in time to be played in correct sequence. 

Jitter buffers caused additional delay, which is used to remove the packet delay 

variation as each packet transits the network [32]. 

c) Packet Loss and Out of Order Packets: IP networks do not guarantee delivery 

of packets, much less in order. Packets will be dropped under peak loads and  
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      During periods of congestion. Approaches used to compensate for packet loss 

include interpolation of speech by re-playing the last packet, and sending of 

redundant information. Out of order packets are treated as lost and replayed by 

their predecessors. When the late packet finally arrives, it is discarded [32]. 

d) Bandwidth available: Maximal data transfer rate that can be sustained between 

two end points affecting service quality. Techniques used to minimize 

congestion loss in the network may reduce the available bandwidth for an 

application. With current advancements in transmission media technologies, 

plentiful capacity is a reasonable assumption for a controlled, localized 

environment, such as a corporate Local Area Network (LAN), but it is currently 

unrealistic across a global network such as the Internet [32]. 

2.2.4  QoS Parameters: 

The QoS parameters like delay, bit rate, jitter, and bandwidth must be 

guaranteed if the network capacity is limited [33] [34]. At the same time, there are 

several aspects of QoS to be considered [6]: 

 Video Communication: High throughput is required to support video 

communication. High bandwidth guarantees to improve video 

communication  

 Audio Communication: does not usually require high bandwidth. End-to-

end delay and delay variations are other factors that must be taken into 

consideration. 

In the real time media streaming, three main parameters must be contained such 

as delay, delay variation and bandwidth [6]. In others research studies, it was 

identified that    QoS can be parameterized as throughput, delay, delay variation  
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(Jitter), loss and error rates, security guarantees, etc. [31].  QoS performance 

guarantees could be measured using the following attributes or metrics [32]:  

 Vary according to Service Level Agreement (SLA)  

 Depends on the priority intended for a given application 

 Bandwidth,  

 Delay (echo, talk overlap) 

 Jitter (inter-packet delay variation)  

 Packet loss  

 

A. Delay 

 The ‘End-to-end transit delay is the elapsed time for a packet to be passed from the 

sender through the network to the receiver’ [6]. In other research studies, the term 

delay was defined as the time taken to establish a particular service from the initial 

user request and the time to receive specific information once the service is 

established [7]. At the same time, delay is an important design and performance 

characteristic of a computer network. The delay of a network specifies how long it 

takes for a bit of data to travel across the network from one node or endpoint to 

another. It is widely accepted that delay has a very direct impact and effect on end-

user satisfaction depending on the application, and includes delays in the terminal, 

network, and any servers. Note that from a user point of view, delay also takes into 

account the effect of other network parameters such as throughput [7].   

Delay can make the system unusable and unresponsive especially for interactive 

or real-time applications [6]. It can cause significant QoS issues with applications 

such as voice and video, and applications such as torrents, Viber, tango and 

facebook. Similarly, VoIP gateways and phones provide some local buffering to 

compensate for network delay. Finally, it can be both fixed and variable [34].  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network
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The most representative examples of fixed delay are [34]: 

• Application-based delay, e.g., voice codec processing time and IP packet 

creation time by the TCP/IP software stack. 

• Data transmission (queuing delay) over the physical network media at 

each network hop. 

• Propagation delay across the network based on transmission distance. 

The most representative examples of variable delays are [34]: 

• Ingress queuing delay for traffic entering a network node. 

• Contention with other traffic at each network node. 

• Egress queuing delay for traffic exiting a network node. 

 

B. Jitter 

The variation in end-to-end transit delay is called jitter (delay variation) [6]. The 

measure of delay variation between repeated packets for a given traffic flow is 

called jitter [34]. High levels of jitter are unacceptable in situations where the 

application is real-time. Jitter has an effect on real-time, delay-sensitive applications 

such as voice and video. The strong interconnection between the end-to-end delay 

and the jitter should be noted. The jitter in the network has a direct impact on the 

minimum end-to-end delay that can be guaranteed by the network [6].These real-

time applications expect to receive packets at a fairly constant rate with fixed delay 

between consecutive packets. As the arrival rate varies, the jitter impacts the 

Application’s performance. A minimal amount of jitter may be acceptable but as 

jitter increases, the application may become unusable. 

 Some applications, such as voice gateways and IP phones can compensate for 

small amounts of jitter, since a voice application requires the audio to play out at a 

constant rate. However, if the next packet is delayed too long, it is simply discarded  
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When it arrives, resulting in a small amount of distorted audio. All networks 

introduce some jitter because of variability in delay introduced by each network 

node as packets are queued. However, as long as the jitter is bounded, QoS can be 

maintained [34]. 

 

C. Bandwidth 

      The maximal data transfer rate that can be sustained between two end points of 

the network is defined as the bandwidth of the network link [6]. At the same time, 

bandwidth is possibly the second most significant parameter that has the real impact 

on QoS [34]. It should be noted that the bandwidth is not only limited by the 

physical infrastructure of the traffic path within the transit networks, which provides 

an upper bound to the available bandwidth, but is also limited by the number of 

other flows sharing common resources on this end-to end path. The term bandwidth 

is used as an upper bound of the data transfer rate, whereas the expression 

throughput is used as an instant measurement of the actual exchanged data rate 

between two entities. Network applications, for example, have a certain bandwidth 

disposable between two nodes, but the amount of data they really transmit is 

determined by their throughput. The data throughput of an application is usually 

highly dynamic, depending on its needs [6]. The relation between bandwidth and 

throughput can be represented by following equation [34]: 

 

                   0 ≤ Throughput ≤ Bandwidth ……………………………………….………. (1) 

 

 

Bandwidth allocation can be divided into two types [34]: 

 Available bandwidth: Oversubscribing bandwidth means the bandwidth that 

a user subscribed to is not always available to them. This allows all users to  
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Compete for available bandwidth. They get more or less bandwidth depending 

upon the amount of traffic from other users on the network at any given time. 

 Guaranteed bandwidth: Network operators offer a service that provides a 

guaranteed minimum bandwidth and burst bandwidth in the Service Level 

Agreement (SLA). Because the bandwidth is guaranteed, the service is priced 

higher than the available bandwidth service. The network operator must ensure 

that those who subscribe to this guaranteed bandwidth service get preferential 

treatment (QoS bandwidth guarantee) over the available bandwidth 

subscribers. In some cases, the network operator separates the subscribers by 

different physical or logical networks, e.g., VLANs, Virtual Circuits, etc. 

 

D. Reliability 

This property of the transmission system determines the average error rate of the 

transit network. The error rate can be subdivided into bit error rate and packet or 

cell error rate. Bit Error Rate deals with the transport layer; user applications need 

not consider them. Packet Error Rate: packet loss needs to be considered when 

examining the reliability requirements of Internet media streaming applications [6]. 

 

2.2.5   Layered Network Architecture 
 

   This section briefly describes the layers of the network architecture. Wireless 

networks have significant effects on the performance metrics and in turn pose 

significant issues on QoS [32]:  
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a. Physical Layer - It is the bottom layer in the Transmission Control 

Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) architecture. All the hardware 

technologies of a network have been defined. The QoS factors that are 

considered measurable in    this layer are: interference noise, SNR (Signal to 

Noise Ratio) and BER (Bit Error Rate).  

b. The Data Link layer is made up of two sub layers: Media Access Control 

(MAC) and Logical Link Control (LLC). The LLC for the assignment of 

channel access for reliability in communication, while MAC handles 

scheduling, packet retransmission. The MAC sub-layer is made up of 

Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Point Coordination Function 

(PCF).  

c. The Network layer is responsible for data routing. It handles transmission 

of data from source to its destination.  

d. Transport layer handles the delivery of data with respect to process-to-

process. It provides services such as congestion control and error recovery.  

e. The Application layer houses protocols such as http, ftp, etc. which serve as 

the interface between the users and the network protocols. 

2.3  QoE Review 
 

     The media today is taken part of the everyday life of all consumers; it more and 

more presents new additional and various forms of media contents that are 

produced and aimed to be delivered through the network. 

The Future of Internet is definitely going to be Media oriented. Towards this, 

there is a deep need for an efficient user QoE. QoE became the important metric to 

consider when deploying services provider. Indeed, Service Providers are 

increasingly becoming interested in evaluating the performance of their delivered  
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Services as perceived by the end users, in order to improve them and more 

understand the needs of their customers. Not only service providers are concerned 

on correctly evaluating users QoE, network operators are as well interested in this 

metric in order to optimize the network resources, and even reconfigure the 

networks parameters to increase the user satisfaction. However, the quality 

perceived by the end users is a complex concept, as it is subjective in nature, and is 

difficult to compute automatically.  

The (ITU-T) defines QoE as the “the overall acceptability of an application or 

service, as perceived subjectively by the end user”. QoE is different from network 

QoS indicators (e.g., bandwidth, loss rate, jitter), which are not adequate to get a 

precise idea about the visual quality of a received video sequence. QoE instead 

focuses on the overall experience of the end user. It depends on the overall system 

behavior, starting from the source of the services up to the end user, including the 

content itself and the network performance [35] [36]. 

The QoE is a clearly different concept from QoS. In most part, the current 

usage of QoE refers to the perceptual quality of multimedia applications. Granted, 

for multimedia applications, perceptual quality is a very important component of 

QoE. QoE is a multidimensional concept, and it is not limited to the technical 

factors which we can measure whether be at the network level or the application 

level. Ever more, service and network providers are looking to identify and model 

the complex relationships between factors impacting QoE and the actual QoE as 

subjectively perceived by end users [37]. 

The QoS and QoE concepts can be introduced to broadband IP networks with 

services (e.g. VoIP), video service (e.g. VoD) and data service. The QoE generally 

relies on user survey and scores from the user so it is too subjective and needs 

much processing time and cost. Hence, we need to relate the objective network  
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Service conditions with the human perception of the quality of the service and 

to keep business uninterrupted [1].  

There are many factors affecting QoE for various types of multimedia services. 

While a factor is a characteristic which influences QoE, it is not a part of the 

perceived QoE itself. These factors can be classified as [38] [37] [14] [39]: 

1. Subjective indicators like emotions, environmental, psychological, 

sociological aspects, and user profile (occupation, education level, age, etc.)  

2. Objective indicators like application specific features, pricing policy (free, 

pre-paid, and post-paid), terminals, codes, type of content (music, news, 

telephone conversation) QoS, grade of service (GoS), and quality of 

resilience (QoR). 

A provider needs to be able to monitor and react quickly on quality problems, 

at best before the customer perceives them. The QoE can provide a collection of 

user perception, experience, and expectations with non-technical and technical 

parameters such as application- and network-level QoS. However, actual relations 

between those intrinsic network features and resulting human-experienced quality 

must be considered [40] [41]. 

 

2.3.1  QoE Measurement 

     The biggest challenge today is to be able to measure and analyze QoE factors 

for different multimedia services with precision and accuracy. On the other hand, it 

is quite complex to capture QoE metrics considering the effect of multiple 

confusing factors, including technical, economic, social, and human factors. In 

addition to these, there are other important issues related to QoE measurement and 

analysis, such as QoE is based on several physiological and perception factors such  
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as moods, habits, and expectations. It is very important to quantify QoE and 

measure it with accuracy. Quantifying QoE means translating user perception and 

performance into statistical and interpretable values [14].  

There are two main methodologies for measuring and analyzing QoE which are 

subjective and objective. Of special importance in this direction is the mean 

opinion score (MOS) which is a characteristic user-related measure that can be 

determined from subjective ratings by real users or predicted from objective 

measurements of properties of the delivered goods such as audio, video, or files 

[40] [17][14]. Figure 2.1 represents a schematic for the main QoE assessment 

methods. 

 

Figure 2.1: QoE Assessment Methods [17] 
 

 

A. Subjective QoE Assessment Methods 

    Subjective assessment methods are generally based on interviews and surveys, 

statistical sampling of users and customers to analyze their perceptions and needs 

for service and network quality. There are two broader techniques for measuring 

subjective studies [17]: 
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1. Qualitative Techniques: The representation of verbal behavior is qualitative 

data and it consists of words and comments, not numbers. This produces 

individual’s explanation of actions. Qualitative techniques absorb human 

perceptions, feelings and opinions through verbal behavior. Making survey 

questions, customer interviews, testimonials, comments on blogs, and social 

media creates the bulk of qualitative data. All of those methods produce a lot 

of qualitative data, in the form of researcher notes, transcripts from 

interviews and member journals, photographs and more. A meaningful 

metric for the analysis of verbal behaviors is the ratio of positive to negative 

comments and it is also commonly known as CCA (catalog, categorize, 

analyze) framework. CCA categorizes the ratio of positive to negative 

comments and produces results in the histogram formats [17]. 

2. Quantitative Techniques: Quantitative factors consist of numbers and 

statistics. Surveys and user studies are usually conducted either in natural 

environment to measure human perceptions, feelings and intentions or 

laboratory environment.  These methods normally engage the structure of 

survey with rating scales to produce quantitative data. These methods create 

precise measurement and analysis of target concepts. The International 

Telecommunications Union (ITU) has produced various subjective study 

guidelines, such as ITU-T Recommendation P.910 [7] for video quality, 

P.800 [8] for speech quality, and G.1030 [9] for web traffic quality. In 

addition, quantitative approaches to evaluating the experience of technology 

usage can be built upon existing psychological models. The knowledge of 

user acceptance and adoption trends for particular service and/or products is 

invaluable for service providers [17]. 
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B. Objective QoE Assessment Methods 

Usually, there are two classes of objective assessment methods; QoS-technology 

centric and human physiological/cognitive-based techniques. In QoS-technology 

centric techniques, QoE is predicted from QoS data using some mathematical 

appreciation techniques and tools rather than getting direct feedback from end-

users. The most popular are objective methods for the measurement of picture 

quality. These methods can be classified as Full Reference (FR), No Reference 

(NR), or Reduced Reference (RR) methods. FR methods compute the quality 

difference between an original (i.e., unprocessed) version of the image/video/audio 

signal and its distorted (i.e., processed) counterpart. NR methods appreciate the 

quality of the signal using only the distorted version. Finally, RR methods have 

access to partial information (e.g., features) about the clean original signal in order 

to estimate the quality of its degraded counterpart [17].  

 

C. Subjective vs. Objective Methods  

Subjective methods depend on the human member to provide useful and reliable 

QoE feedback about a specific multimedia service. Subjective testing is expensive 

and time-consuming. In addition, the extension beyond user-perceived media 

quality to include measures such as usability and user satisfaction is a notion of 

subjective QoE. This notion focuses on subjective user perception. The 

methodological focus has been to survey user opinion via questionnaires and rating 

scales [3].  

Objective methods may depend on technical factors and/or human factors. The 

former consist of objective metrics, which try to predict human behavior using a 

mathematical model/formula. Unluckily, there are still no objective metrics that can  
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Fully capture the complexity of QoE. The existing metrics are generally limited 

to only some aspects, e.g., the picture quality, which are part of the QoE framework 

and hence related to it; however, they disregard influential factors, such as 

contextual, economy, and user expectations, which are gathered via surveys and 

user studies. Objective human factors are related to the human physiological and 

cognitive systems. These objective factors are difficult to obtain and interpret, but 

could provide useful insights into human behavior and cognition [17].  

 

2.3.2  QoE Measure and Metrics 
 

The exceptionally measure of QoE is based on the MOS. The basic definition of 

MOS can be found in ITU-T Rec. P.10 as “the mean of opinion scores, i.e., of the 

values on a predefined scale that subjects assign to their opinion of the performance 

of the telephone transmission system used either for conversation or for listening to 

spoken material.” This definition adheres to voice telephone services, but the MOS 

scale is currently used for Evaluation of other services, especially video [14].  

ITU-T Recs P.800 and P.800.1 define a five point MOS scale. As well as it is  

recommended to use different notations for the MOS score obtained by different 

estimation methods, namely, subjective tests, objective or network planning 

models. Most metrics use absolute scales, but comparative metrics are also used 

usually in subjective tests where people are asked to compare the quality of two 

samples. A textual description of the quality is often assigned to particular MOS 

scores. Descriptions can be quality oriented or impairment oriented, as show in 

Table 2.2 [41]. 
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There are several metrics dedicated to QoE evaluation of various services and 

applications. Specific metrics are also associated with particular methods of QoE 

evaluation [41] [42] [14]. 

 

Table 2.2: Different types of discrete metrics [41] 

Quality of Experience Metrics 

MoS Quality Impairment 

5 Excellent Imperceptible 

4 Good Perceptible 

3 Fair Slightly annoying 

2 poor Annoying 

1 Bad Very annoying 

 

2.3.3  The Relationship between QoS and QoE 

     QoS solutions consider quality as a pure technical issue, while we have to look 

at quality from a user’s point of view. QoE is the concept which can help us with 

this issue. If we use QoS techniques in relation to the QoE solutions, then it is 

possible to present an adequate level of quality for the users. So we need to have a 

quantitative relationship between QoS and QoE and respect to the correlation 

between QoS and QoE [45]. We can collect data about provider’s users’ 

experiences, analyze them, and then calculate the value of participating QoS factors 

for related QoE parameters. Moreover, we try to enhance the QoS solutions 

according to QoE requirements [18] [1]. 

It is widely recognized now that the relationship between voice transmission 

conditions and the human perception of quality is far from linear. It is possible to 

discuss how the human satisfaction of HTTP service is affected by some network  
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QoS parameters, such as latency and network delivery speed. But, it is difficult 

to represent the feature of the provided and various services from only the 

bandwidth and latency time in the integrated network environment [18] [1].  

Previous studies connecting between QoS and QoE are still often focusing only 

on overall user perceived quality (often in terms of a MOS). However, it is 

important to better understand the relationship of different dimensions of QoS and 

QoE, in particular for classifying interactive multimedia environments, and 

identifying the degree to which different QoS factors impact different QoE 

dimensions [37]. 

Some relations in different function forms have been proposed. The general 

correlation between QoE and QoS can be explained with two different equation 

forms (i.e. logarithmic or exponential). The question then is which function form is 

the one that can better explain this relationship. To answer this question, it could be 

of help to compare the various existing relations, particularly by comparing two 

different definition types that lead to QoE-QoS dependency [46].  

At first, the Weber-Fechner Law (WFL) was introduced. It is a psychophysics 

law showing a logarithmic equation that can be used to explain the interdependency 

between QoE and QoS. Secondly, the IQX hypothesis was proposed. It introduces 

an exponential relation between QoE and QoS. These two equations are grouped as 

stimulus-centric and perception-centric relations. The relation adopted from 

psychophysics goes into the stimulus centric group, while the IQX-based relation 

falls into the perception-centric group [46].   

Thus, there exist two main solution groups attempting to define a general 

relationship between QoE and QoS, regardless of network service type. The first 

group comprises relations derived from the psychophysics laws, for example, a 

logarithmic relationship between QoE and QoS derived from the well-known WFL.  
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This shows how human perception can change relative to physical stimulus 

changes resulting in a certain perception. This group claims that the QoE-QoS 

relationship is of logarithmic nature [46].  

Then second group can be classified as the perception-centric group. Their 

work relies on the IQX-hypothesis which postulates that QoE variations are 

associated to current user quality perception levels. This definition results in an 

exponential QoE-QoS relationship [46].  

As a result, to deliver a high QoE, providers must understand the influence 

factors that participate to the user perception of the target services, and apply that 

knowledge to specify network parameters. Consequently the end user behavior is 

related with the network and the services available. Monitoring the end users 

behaviors allows service provider to adjust the network parameters in order to 

accomplish different needs from different groups of users [48].  

Thus, the best practical approach for QoE is to relate the QoS with the QoE and 

with end user satisfaction. User Satisfaction is dependent on QoE, but also is 

conditioned by other several factors such as: type of user (age/geographical 

location), type of device, time of the day or purpose of the application. From the 

other side, QoE is dependent on the QoS according to the network conditions 

which depend on the user behavior, especially if we consider that customers who 

are more satisfied with the QoS would potentially make more requests and interact 

more with the network [48]. These dependencies are show in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: QoS-QoE End User & End User Satisfaction relationships [48] 

 

 

 

The relationship between QoE (expressed in Opinion Score (OS)) and QoS 

parameters, such as loss ratio, download time and throughput, in web surfing 

service were analyzed. Different relationship forms (linear, logarithmic, 

exponential and power) were considered evaluated through the correlation 

coefficient.  Their results show that there is a linear relationship between QoE and 

loss ratio, an exponential between QoE and download time, and logarithmic 

relationship between QoE and throughput. This is summarized in Table 2.3 [44] 

 

 

Table 2.3: Relations between QoE & QoE [44] 

 

Model Name Form Relation 

Reichl et al. Weber-Fechner Law Logarithmic                
Fielder et al. IQX Hypothesis Exponential               

Khorsandroo 

et al.  

Stevens’ power law Power             
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Considering Table 2.3, the findings in accordance to WFL related to speech 

quality (measured by MOS) is considered as a logarithmic function of bit rate or 

loss rate in Voice over IP (VoIP) services. The second explanation is based on the 

IQX hypothesis.  This theory leads to a differential equation whose resolution gives 

an exponential relationship between QoE and QoS. The IQX hypothesis is 

validated for VoIP services where QoE is expressed in terms of MOS as functions 

of loss or reordering ratio. The authors showed that the exponential model provides 

approximations with better quality than the logarithmic model proposed for web 

surfing service [45] [46]. 

The third QoE-QoS relationship shown in Table 2.3 (based on the work of 

Khorsandroo et al) [45] [46]. Indicates that it is possible to consider a relation in 

the form of a power function to explain the possible relationship between QoE 

(MOS) and QoS (packet loss) in video streaming services. The psychophysics 

Stevens’ Power Law was introduced in order to show QoE-QoS correlation in the 

form of a power function. A theoretical and empirical comparison was made with 

the WFL approach .The results showed that logarithmic form can serve better than 

a power form solution, but cannot be a main solution [42].  

However, it is clear that the general relationship between QoE and QoS is a 

complex one as the end user behavior impacts the network and the network impacts 

end user behavior [42]. Several parameters are configured by the service provider 

in the network infrastructure; some configurations are done concerning the strategy 

of the operator in terms of network cost, new possible features and market 

directions. Improvement engineers realize the hard job of improving a network 

with limited resources in order to provide the “best in class” services performance 

to end user [48]. Service providers of course desire to control and ensure a good  
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QoE level while keeping the QoS-related network resources improved and 

under control [49]. 

2.3.4  Factors Influencing QoE 
 

     QoS, GoS and QoR describe various intrinsic characteristics of a network while 

customer’s satisfaction with using services is usually described as QoE [47]. Also 

QoS, GoS and QoR intrinsic parameters will also influence QoE. The overall QoE 

evaluation is additionally affected by psychological and sociological factors, 

including user expectations and experience with similar services, other opinions, 

pricing policies, environmental, features of the particular location where the service 

is received, etc. In fact, the side factors are very important in QoE evaluation by the 

user, especially in the case of voice and video services [41]. 

The correlation between QoS and QoE is important to achieve satisfaction of 

end-users when evaluating services and products [38]. Many factors are influencing 

QoE. The basic term related to this issue is the class of service (CoS) which is also 

referred to as QoS class. The basic definitions of CoS are provided by ITU-T and 

IETF. The CoS is defined as “characteristics of a service such as described by 

service identity, virtual network, link capability requirements, QoS and traffic 

threshold parameters” [47]. The factors effecting QoE are depicted in Figure 2.3. 

Below is a more detailed description of GoS and QoR.  
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Figure 2.3: Factors influencing QoE [47] 
 
 
 
 

A. Grade of Services (GoS) 

     This term is used to describe everything that occurs during connection setup, 

release, and maintenance. In addition, GoS applies to circuit switched networks and 

describes all events occurring during connection setup, release and maintenance. It 

appears in the context of telephone networks (ITU-T Rec. E.720, E.721, E.771, and 

E.493) [41]. The GoS is used in the context of circuit switched optical networks, 

path setup in IP/MPLS networks, and handling new requests in networks with 

permission control mechanisms, especially in NGN.  

GoS parameters include  probability of end-to-end connection setup blocking, 

the connection set up delay, delay in authentication, probability of breaking an 

active connection (forced or unpredictable tear down), and others. [47] [41]. An 

example of a GoS parameter would be the blocking (request rejection) probability. 

GoS parameters can receive a new meaning and significance. For instance, user  
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Demands connected with real-time and interactive applications over an IP 

network, such as live TV, VoIP etc., are continuously increasing.  

Delay in playback start or zapping time are good examples of GoS parameters 

that directly translate into QoE, in comparison to QoS parameters that usually do 

not translate directly to the quality of experience, GoS provisioning in 

heterogeneous networks is a real challenge. GoS parameters are very important for 

service in different networks. The definition of GoS classes (similarly to QoS 

classes) would seem to be an important issue for future converged networks [47]. 

 

B. Quality of Resilience (QoR) 

    This term is used to describe network survivability and concerns recovery time 

and availability. Usually, network availability is perceived as one of the measure of 

QoS. Therefore, reliability- related metrics are decided in SLAs under a general 

QoS umbrella. It is most commonly expressed as the 99.999% availability 

requirement, sometimes accompanied by a mean recovery time. This type of 

agreement is obviously more attractive for ISPs than for the customer [47]. Another 

definition of QoR is network survivability against failures [41].   

Generally, the set of reliability attributes and parameters is more extensive: 

parameters related to continuity, downtime and availability may be distinguished. 

Other attributes of QoR are resilience to multiple failures, failure coverage as well 

as features related to the recovery scenario and operations: scalability, flexibility, 

signaling requirements, and state overhead. In general, QoR parameters constitute a 

separate set of factors, which are orthogonal to QoS and GoS parameters [41].  

As already mentioned, resilience is often considered to be a part of QoS and 

some resilience-related settlements are placed in SLA together with QoS-related 

agreements capabilities of various QoR mechanisms to maintain quality on a  
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Recovery path are different, therefore operators should implement proper QoR 

mechanisms in a network. The QoR assurance influences QoS and GoS and, 

finally, the user perceived service quality, QoE. If recovery mechanisms are absent, 

improperly designed, or inefficient, it has a direct impact on QoE. Users will notice 

network unavailability immediately, e.g., some web pages or email services will 

become unreachable [41].  

Additionally, even the triggering of fast and efficient recovery mechanisms 

may result in a deterioration of QoS and GoS parameters, since switching to spare 

resources may cause temporary instability of the network, Efficient QoR 

mechanisms, capable of service differentiation, are highly desired. For the above 

reasons, QoR has recently been recognized as an independent field and it is 

recommended to treat QoR issues separately from QoS and GoS [47]. 

2.4  Models of QoS 
 
     There are three main models of QoS as classified below. Indeed, a comparison 

is shown in Table 3.1 for the difference among these three models. 

A. Best-effort 

     In this model, no QoS is applied to the packets that work with the formula 

FIFS, i.e. which packets first enter queue first served. Internet was initially based 

on a best-effort packet delivery service. Best-effort is the default mode for all 

traffic. There is no differentiation among types of traffic. The best-effort model 

benefits are high scalability and no special mechanisms are required. The 

drawbacks of best-effort are no service guarantees and no service differentiation.  

 

Also known as lack of QoS, best-effort service is a basic connectivity with no 

priorities or guarantees. It provides basic queuing during congestion with first-in, 
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 first-out (FIFO) packet delivery on the link. Examples of this type of traffic 

include a wide range of networked applications such as low-priority e-mail and 

general file transfers. Internet generally uses “Best Effort” approach which is 

associated with IPv4, in which content of packet is not sensitive to real-time data 

flow [32] [9] [8]. 

 

B. Integrated Services (Intserv) 

      Intserv means end to end QoS reserving the link to especial traffic until 

complete the task. In other words, intserv is end to end model that ensures 

guaranteed delivery and predictable behavior of the network for application. The 

Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) is used as a signaling protocol. That is 

requested for enough bandwidth to send packets. So the requested QoS parameters 

are available then linked to send a packet stream. Intserv is used in special cases 

like voice and video because they are more sensitive.  

Intelligent queuing mechanisms are required to provide resource reservation in 

terms of guaranteed rate and control load (low delay, high throughput). The 

benefits of the Intserv model are explicit resource admission end-to-end control 

and signaling of dynamic port numbers (for example H323). However, the most 

important drawback of Intserv is that it is not very suitable for global Internet 

communication. For example, we want to send some data from node A to node B, 

we first reserve the bandwidth and block all other traffic then data can be sent 

from A to B; however, if B sends data to A this would block signal path to him. 

The applications signal to the network that they require certain QoS parameters. 

Guaranteed Service (Also called “quantitative QoS/Hard QoS”) is an absolute  
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Reservation of network resources, typically bandwidth, which implies 

reservation of buffer space along with the appropriate queuing disciplines, and so 

on, to ensure that specific traffic, gets a specific service level. This type of service 

is for delay-sensitive traffic, such as voice and video. The Guaranteed Service 

level is intended for applications requiring a fixed delay [9] [8]. 

 

C. Differentiated Services (Diffserv) 

     Diffserv means the network recognizes classes that require QoS. Diffserv is 

different from Intserv even with no enough bandwidth it is possible to send 

packets through the path. Diffserv works according to the needs of the traffic that 

can be classified. The example in Diffserv is class base fear queue. For example, 

in network 1 we prioritize a packet after sending to another network 2. Here 

Diffserv model let network 2 to give our packets of the same high priority to pass 

through the network. Also called “qualitative QoS/Soft QoS”, differentiated 

services treat some traffic better than the rest (faster handling, more bandwidth 

on average, and lower loss rate on average). However, there are no hard and fast 

guarantees. With proper engineering, differentiated service can provide expedited 

handling appropriate for a wide class of applications, including lower delay for 

mission-critical interactive applications, packet voice applications, and so on. 

Typically, differentiated service is associated with a course level of packet 

classification, which means that traffic gets grouped or aggregated into a small 

number of classes, with each class receiving a particular QoS in the network [9] 

[8] . Hence, for our case, Diffserv QoS model was found and it is the best from 

other models to us. As it was stated before, Diffserv model can work with not 

enough bandwidth, it is possible to send packets through the path. Therefore, our 

proposed framework can work efficiently, even with lowest bandwidth situation.  
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Another reason to find Diffserv model to be used for our framework is that 

guarantees services, no need special situation to mark, prioritize and send the 

data inside the network. Therefore, the reasons that make the Diffserv model is 

best chose to be considered for our work. Because of the different with Intserv 

even with not enough bandwidth all packet will through the path.Diffserv is 

different according to need the traffic can be classified. In diffserv model if we 

have some traffic with high priority in network 1 this traffic will treat with same 

priority in network 2, but with condition give traffic network 2 high priority then 

the network 1 traffic.       
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Table 2.4: QoS Models 

 

Best-Effort IntServ Diffserv 

No QoS is applied to 

packets. best-effort is the 

default mode for all traffic  

Application signal to the 

network that they require 

certain QoS parameters 

The network recognizes 

classes that require QoS 

No service guarantees 

No service differentiation   

Used (RSVP) protocol as 

signaling protocol and 

reserved all the 

bandwidth until finished 

connection and block 

other traffics. 

Service guarantees  

The packet-handling rule 

is termed as Per-Hop 

Behavior (PHB).Here if 

traffic has high priority; It 

classifies and remarks to 

pass through all networks 

without straggle.   

Because it’s default mode 

for all traffic does not 

have any sensitivity with 

traffics. Internet was 

initially based on best 

effort packet delivery and 

doesn’t have special 

prioritization. 

End-to-End streams are 

not established if the 

required QoS are not 

available 

Even without enough 

bandwidth, the services 

work fairly.  

Used technique FiFS 

queuing to deal with 

traffic 

Used PQ to deal with 

traffic  

Used CBWFQ , Tree 

Queue and LLQ  to deal 

with traffic 

No special mechanisms 

required. But highly 

scalable.   

 

Used in special case 

because of sensitivity of 

this model it has many of 

requirements because 

high cost challenge for 

implements used in 

private office not in global 

internet. 

It’s different from other 

two models; According to 

the need of traffic 

reprioritize. Even with not 

enough bandwidth the 

packets can pass through 

the path.   

There is no differentiation 

among types of traffic. 

The problem in Intserv is 

reserving and blocking 

only particular traffic that 

can use the bandwidth not 

all traffic. 

the traffic is treated 

according to its respective 

classes 
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2.5  Relevant QoS Mechanisms 

    Various techniques have been developed to facilitate QoS provisioning, 

including admission control, congestion control and traffic shaping and engineering 

[53]. All these mechanisms work to achieve good QoS for any services by ISP. The 

most important related mechanisms considered are:    

 Admission control: Admission control is one of the ways for supporting QoS. 

In admission control, new sessions are allowed on the network only if enough 

resources are available to provide service to the new and existing sessions. The 

planning of incoming traffic flows prevents network congestion, and helps in 

ensuring QoS. The common parameters used for admission control are the 

average rate and highest bandwidth requirement. Consequently, the job of 

admission control is to increase resource utilization in the network, and to 

control the amount of traffic to achieve the predefined performance objectives 

of the current flows [53] [54]. 

 Congestion control: If the number of packets sent to the network is greater 

than the number of packets that the network can handle, that causes congestion. 

To keep the traffic load below the capacity, we must use congestion control 

techniques. In modern networking, congestion control is usually done by using 

the TCP protocol. The QoS enabled routers provide services to flows based on 

their requirements. Congestion control helps to guarantee priority 

differentiation of flows by servicing queues in different manners [53] [54]. 

 Scheduling: The key to share network resources fairly between users in a 

network is scheduling which offers service assurances to time critical 

application. The scheduler first decides the order of requests to be served, and 

then it manages the queues of these awaiting requests. The scheduling structure  
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Is significant for the networks because there can be two types of applications. 

One is insensitive to the performance that users receive from the network, and 

the other is sensitive to the performance. The scheduling can offer different 

services to the flows using parameters such as different bandwidths by serving 

only a single flow at a particular interval. Different means delay according to 

the level of priority defined for the flow; and different loss rates by assigning 

more or fewer buffers to the flows [53] [54]. 

 Traffic shaping and engineering: The traffic in data networks is bursty in 

nature. The technique for handling the bursty nature of the traffic entering a 

network through controlling and dealing appropriate levels of network 

bandwidth is traffic shaping. The goal is to control average traffic rate and 

reduce congestion. The traffic shaping is performed at the edge nodes. These 

nodes have classifiers that mark the flows according to their service 

requirements. The mechanisms of traffic management can be classified in a 

number of ways. One possible criterion is time scale. In order to achieve QoS 

guarantees, decisions on buffering and forwarding must be performed quickly. 

The process that maximizes network utilization through careful distribution of 

network resources is traffic engineering. Most of the Internet backbones 

currently rely on label switching by adopting MPLS technology. The purpose 

of label switching is to enhance the scope of traffic engineering [53] [54]. 

 Marking: The IPv4 Type of Service (ToS) and the IPv6 Traffic Class are 

examples of a service marking model in the Internet. Each packet is marked 

with the desired ToS. The ToS is defined by means of one or a set of the 

following service requests: “maximize throughput”, “minimize delay”, 

“minimize cost” or “maximize reliability”. Network nodes are responsible to  
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Select routing paths or forwarding behaviors that are appropriately engineered 

to satisfy the service request [6]. 

2.6  Network and Application QoE Considerations 
 

      In this section, we try to emphasize some important considerations related to 

the adoption of our proposed framework (or any other QoS/QoE framework) by 

ISPs. These considerations mainly can be in two basic domains; network and 

application domains. One can simply note that there are many new emerging types 

of applications, each with very different operational requirements. Thus, the 

Internet is becoming the backbone of future communications in an entertainment 

center. However, other mobile networks and smart phones have different QoS-

QoE requirements [31]. In fact, the nature of traffic over the Internet has changed 

in its attributes.   

The increased research interest QoS and QoE come with the growth of multimedia 

applications over wide area networks. Communication delay and synchronization 

needed for voice, data and images are major concerns. Internet telephony (Voice 

over IP) and other multimedia applications such as video conferencing, video-on-

demand, and media streaming require service guarantees and have strict timing 

requirements [32].  

To connect our devices to the internet over the past 50 years, IPv4 has been 

underlying protocol. But, with improved technology which has lead the growth of 

IP-based devices, there have been serious concerns about IPv4 limited features, 

robustness, and scalability. This led to the creation of IPv6 by the Internet 

Engineering Task Force (IETF) with sole aim of making the internet work Better. 

Despite that QoS/QoE can be (and need to be) achieved on both IPv4 and IPv6 
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Networks; IPv6 can give more possibilities for QoS/QoE enhancement for social 

media applications as well as for the future of the internet [32]. 

Another important issue is the time dependency requirement of applications. 

Regarding this requirement, we can classify all applications into two [6] [13]: 

 Real time (RT) applications: A system in which the time of input and the 

output produced is significant. This is usually because the input corresponds 

to some movements in the physical world, and the output has to relate to that 

same movement. The delay from the input time to output time must be 

adequately small for acceptable timeliness. RT applications can further be 

divided into soft real time and hard real time applications. The main 

difference between soft and hard real time is that hard real time applications 

needs QoS requirements unless, it does not be met. In RT applications, the 

network needs to deliver time-based information without changing its built-

in time properties. For adequate user satisfaction, we need to maintain more 

stringent delay and jitter requirements for RT applications. The delay 

requirements must be strict in order to maintain System timing. The jitter 

requirements are essential to transmitting data at a constant and reliable rate  

 Non real time (NRT) applications: NRT applications are any applications 

that do not have stringent timing requirements. This type of application does 

not fail if timeliness metrics are not met, nor does it require timing 

accuracies to be considered acceptable. NRT applications, which do not have 

time-based sensitivity requirements, are mostly concerned with delay. 

So, it is crucial for any deployment aiming for QoE enhancement to understand the 

time dependency requirements for the considered applications. Thus, one can 

properly decide the suitable mechanisms needed for each application and the  
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Consequences of interaction between these mechanisms on the whole network 

performance and end user satisfaction [6][13]. 

 

2.7  Summary  
 

      In this chapter, all relevant theoretical backgrounds related to QoS and QoE have 

been explained. Considering various QoS layers, factors affecting QoS, QoS 

parameters, QoE measurement, and factors influencing QoE, finally QoE 

measures and metrics. It is obvious that the issues of offering QoS and QoE in a 

proper manner by ISP is not a trivial case. Even more, the relationship between 

QoS and QoE is so complex that different formulation can be adopted in various 

situations. In the next chapter, we will present our proposed general framework to 

improve QoE through QoS. 
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Chapter three 

Proposed Framework for QoE Enhancement 

3.1  Introduction 

 

      In this chapter, we present the details of the proposed framework to enhanced 

QoE through QoS. The proposed framework constitutes of two main parts: first 

QoS part and second QoE part. Indeed, the QoS part considers various suitable 

mechanisms in both data and control planes. After introducing the general 

framework, some network and application considerations for ISPs are presented. 

Also, some insights on the expected beneficiaries of QoS and QoE deployment are 

given. In addition, some other connected points are highlighted. 

3.2  The Proposed General Framework 

    A number of QoS and/or QoE related frameworks had been proposed by 

previous works, as reviewed in Chapter One and Chapter Two. One of them is 

concerned with QoE-aware management of a video streaming service. The second 

framework was particularly designed to work in conjunction with an IPTV service 

for mobile devices. The third one aimed at achieving end-to-end management of 

quality of multimedia services. Yet, another framework was designed as a control 

loop over a general-purpose multimedia system with the goal of matching the 

properties of the content to the expectations of the consumer. 

We describe a proposed general QoE framework in which the overall aim of 

the transmission is to maximize the end user experience. At one end is the ISP 

with the content ready to be served, and on the other end is the user with its unique 

characteristics and expectations regarding the content. Our framework is mainly 

intended to be deployed by (national) ISPs who should collect and analyze 
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relevant data to achieve the important goal of enhanced QoE through choosing 

suitable QoS model and metrics.   

The basic idea behind our proposed framework is as follows: ISPs use 

properly collected feedback data from end users about the services, and then they 

analyze and relate these results with network QoS parameters, such as bandwidth, 

delay, and packet lose. The obtained information can be used to better configure 

various network parameters in order to better predict the quality of many social 

media applications like Facebook, Viber and Tango. Figure 3.1 shows the main 

structure of the proposed framework.  

As the proposed framework, the general purpose is to enhance the QoE 

through the configuration of QoS parameters based on end users’ feedback, the 

framework has two main parts (or domains); the first part is related to QoE and the 

second part is concerned with QoS, as follows: 

1. QoE part: This part includes subjective mechanism metrics, quantitative 

MOS measure, and analysis requirement of the end users’ new social media 

applications demand. Multimedia applications are delay-sensitive and loss-

insensitive. The end-to-end delay is the primary parameter affecting the 

quality of voice on the Internet. ITU G.114 defines that the maximum 

tolerable end-to-end delay is 150 millisecond. End-to-end delay equals the 

sum of propagation, processing, serialization, and queuing delay in the path. 

The existing Internet service cannot satisfy the QoS requirements of the 

multimedia application, primarily because of network congestion due to an 

insufficient network resource (See Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.1: The proposed general framework structure 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Framework QoE Part  

 

2. QoS part: This part contains two main planes; control plane and data 

plane.  
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3.2.1  QoS Mechanisms in Control Plane 

In the control plane, two basic mechanisms are included: Congestion 

Avoidance and admission control. As mentioned previously, these 

mechanisms are necessary to offer QoS, and hence QoE. For admission 

control works on the management of packets and tries to give them good QoS 

because of limited network resources. Give a good quality to quantitative 

packets inside a network need some functions to manage these resources to 

accept QoS conditions. For Congestion Avoidance work like network path 

keeper if any network node sends maximum traffic inside the network will 

cause congestion and network fault. So dropped traffic packets randomly to 

decrease the network load and prevent the congestion. The most important 

tool for congestion voidance is Random Early Detection (RED) and Weight 

Random Early Detection (WRED). The control plane is simply depicted in 

Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: QoS Part-control Plane 

 

The data plane includes many mechanisms like classification, scheduling, 

shaping and policing, and marking. These mechanisms commonly implement 
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the control functions of packet forwarding by controlling the per-hop 

behavior (PHB) of packet forwarding to prioritize certain traffic from 

another. We give more explanation on these mechanisms in the next 

subsection. A simple schematic for the data plane is shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: QoS part- Data Plane 
 

3.2.2   QoS Mechanisms in Data Plane 

    QoS mechanisms in data plane can be mapped to corresponding layers of IP 

protocols. QoS mechanisms of network layer consist of packet classification, 
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buffer management, scheduling, shaping and policing. In this plane, our proposal 

is based on DiffServ that presents a framework of a service architecture within 

which both enterprise and ISPs can offer differentiated services to their customers 

on the basis of performance.  

Scheduling are needed to ensure service quality. In buffer management, 

packets are usually dropped only when the queue is full. This policy may keep 

queues at or near maximum use and cause unfair resource usage. The best queue 

management which drops packets before a queue becomes full can avoid these 

problems. Scheduling policy is primarily used to control queuing delay and 

bandwidth sharing. The total bandwidth of a link can be shared among multiple 

entities. There are varieties of scheduling disciplines, such as First Come First 

Serve (FCFS), Static Priority (SP), and Earliest Deadline First (EDF). In general, 

all routers support FCFS in the best-effort model by default while many new 

devices are now able to support (CBWFQ) Tree Queue.   

More details on the application of these mechanisms is given below: 

 Classification: It’s the core of QoS, That ability to identify different traffic 

types and prioritize one to another, by using two tools Access control list 

(ACL) and network base application recognition (NBAR) to catch packets to 

identify which traffic is voice, video. In our framework the classification for 

all traffic done by classify with IP address for the hostname, and the port that 

these applications use.    

 Marking: its work to coloring packets which give high priority to be 

identified in other routers. Marking tools includes CoS (class of serves) 

which allow switch to know what happened here. Or TOS used in layer three 

by the router that is able to identify the traffic with high priority. In our 

framework we mark all high priority traffic in mangle section in mikrotik OS 
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 Policing: It is connected to type of QoS, In the QoS, tools take weight 

bandwidth, and any packet reached the limited weight must be dropped. In 

our framework we don’t work on the policing and shaping but for future will 

be.    

 Shaping: allows you to deal with interfaces if the speed of the router is faster 

than all networks, keeps balancing, shapes working to queue these packets 

and sends them later.   

 Congestion Avoidance: used two techniques (RED) Random Early detection 

and (WRED) weight random early detection, here if a user sends packets 

with protocol TCP, the detector noticing this user makes congestion in the 

network, so dropped the packets randomly to avoid the congestion. 

 Queuing: It’s the most powerful categories of QoS. Many queues are used to 

achieve a good QoS like LLQ, CBWFQ, PQ, Tree queuing etc. In the our 

framework we used tree queuing and simple queue in section queue list in 

mikrotik OS    

Finally, a more detailed schematic of the proposed general framework for QoE 

enhancement is shown in Figure 3.14. 

3.3  Questionnaire survey 

  In this section, we consider the questionnaire that has been used in collecting 

users’ feedback before and after deployment of the proposed framework. The first 

round of feedback was collected from end users to understand their level 

satisfaction on certain ISPs services before application of the framework on the 

network. The questionnaire survey included questions like a gender, age group, 

career of the subscriber, the number of the devices that connected to the service 

inside the  home, also type of these devices used, most social media application 

used, and finally how the user rate the services.  
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The obtained usage results are as follows: For gender question, the answers are 

21.4% female, 78.6% male. For age group question, the answers are 10% 

between 10 to 20 years old, 42.9% between 20 to 30 years old, 21.1% between 30 

to 40 years old, and 18.6% between 40 to 50 years old. For career question, the 

answers are 9.1% wage earner, 0. 6% banking, 3.6% solider, 13.1% student, and 

14.9% teachers. for devices number question, the answer are 14.3% one device, 

26.4% two devices, 26.4% three devices, 18.6% four devices, 5% five devices, 

5% six devices, 1.4% seven devices, and 2.1% more than 8 devices. For type of 

device question, the answers are 17.1% laptops, 8.6% Tablets and 98.6% 

smartphones. For mostly used social media applications question, the answers are 

87.1% Facebook, 81.4% Viber, 32.1% Tango, and 15% Whatsup. Finally, for the 

general user service rating before implementing the framework the answers are 

32.9% “not good”, 63.6% “fair”, and only 3.6% “good”. 

This step is necessary so that we can do fair and helpful comparison with end 

user opinions after implementing the proposed framework application. The 

results of end users feedback after framework application are presented in chapter 

four.  In the first round of QoE evaluation, a questionnaire was distributed to end 

users. Users’ response to the questionnaire has been used as a source to 

understand QoE level so as to enhance the network services later. The 

questionnaire survey results are shown in figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11.  

The survey form is shown in Figures 3.12, 3.13. 
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Figure 3.5: The user’s gender 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.6: The age groups 
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Figure 3.7: The user’s career 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.8: The numbers of device that connected 
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Figure 3.9: The types of the devices 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.10: The most popular social media applications  
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Figure 3.11: The service rates 
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Figure 3.12: The user information form part 1 
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Figure 3.13: The user information form part 2 
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Figure 3.14: The Framework main structure detail 

 

3.4 On the Provisioned Benefit from Using the QoE 

     The proposed general framework for QoE enhancement is expected to be 

advantageous for various networks for optimum efficiency, whether the network is 

for an ISP, an enterprise, or a small corporation. Different categories of networking 
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users such as major enterprises, network service providers and small and medium-

sized business networking users have their own QoS-QoE requirements; in many 

areas, though, these requirements overlap Enterprise networks must prepare end-to-

end QoE solutions across the various platforms comprising the network. Providing 

solutions for heterogeneous platforms often requires taking a different QoS-QoE 

configuration approach for each technology.   

ISPs require assured scalability and performance. ISPs that long have offered 

best-effort IP connectivity now also transfer voice, video, and other real-time 

critical application data. The proposed QoE frame work is aimed to answer the 

scalability and performance needs of these ISPs to distinguish different kinds of 

traffic, thereby enabling them to offer service differentiation to their customers. 

For many years ICT companies have focused their hard work to improve QoS 

in order to present continuity of service in a seamless way with the implicit 

objective to improve the user satisfaction. QoS alone is the result of network 

parameter measurements that are not indicators of the real user QoE. The QoE 

perceived by a user is very difficult to be measured, if compared to QoS. It depends 

on a subjective perception related to a human behavior which is, usually, a non-

linear, non-stationary and stochastic process.  

However, QoS plays a key role in determining QoE, but usually QoS is not 

adequate to know the user perceived QoE. Given the same QoS, QoE changes from 

a user to another. Using QoS mechanisms in a network does not always lead to 

improved QoE results. However, QoS correlates closely with QoE. In addition, in 

our proposed framework, we use QoS techniques as means of getting better QoE. A 

wide range of factors have effect on achiving QoE. It is, therefore, essential for 

national ISPs to measure QoE parameters in order to keep them above a confident 

limit. They should also know how measured QoE parameters may affect QoS 

mechanisms.  
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As is known to all, the end-users dictate the success or failure of any service. 

So, services providers should satisfy their customers’ needs by offering high-

efficiency services in order to prevent user churn and save profits.  

The term of network delivery capacity and resource availability do not mean 

satisfaction to the end-user, but they can generally be thought as a definition of the 

measurements and provisioning of the quality of service. The fundamental 

assumption behind such traditional provisioning is that the measured QoS is closely 

related to the QoE for the end user. 

 

3.5  Summary 

     In this chapter, our proposed general QoE framework structure has been 

explained, and many related issues have been highlighted. In both QoS and QoE 

parts of the proposal. The questionnaire survey has been present in details and 

show the subscribers concerns. We have tried to maintain the generality of the 

proposed framework so that different (national) ISPs can tailor the framework 

according to their special network characteristics and users’ needs. A real life 

implementation is described in the next chapter to investigate and analyze the 

effectiveness of the proposed framework in enhancing QoE for new emerging social 

network applications. The considered ISP network provides services to about 3000 

users. 
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Chapter four 

Real life Application of the Proposed Framework 
 

4.1  Introduction 
 

In this chapter, we consider a specific national ISP (Zanyar Electronics 

Company) network as a real-life application for investigating our proposed 

approach for QoE enhancement. We begin by describing the main network 

structure of the considered ISP presents, and then investigating the most 

important problems in this ISP network and solutions for all these problems. 

Next, we present the implementation of the proposed framework on both sides of 

QoE and QoS. The results of QoE feedback before and after implementing the 

required scripts are discussed.  Moreover the scripts’ details are explained, 

especially the script implemented on the main server side that affects the entire 

network. 

 

4.2  Overview of the Considered Real life Network    
 

Zanyar Electronics Company established in 2005 in Khanaqin city. 

Nowadays, Zanyar Co. has become one of the leading communication and 

technologies Services Company in the whole city. Zanyar Services include 

telecommunications solutions and providing internet service as internet service 

becomes an important service for all customers and still increasing comparing to 

the other services from 2005 to 2016. The company and their staff are trying to 

get the best solution for its own service.  

However, recently Zanyar Company has expanded its services to other cities. 

Along with its expansion, the company has provided up-to-dated technologies, 

new modern devices, and towers. Zanyar ISP covers a large geographic area 
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which includes three cities and four towns. The company staff understands the 

importance of getting the most possible benefits of their network infrastructure; 

hence, they well appreciate the necessity of exploitation of QoE solutions in order 

to satisfy their costumers (end users). 

The Internet access source of this company comes through optical fiber cable 

with the ability to transfer 10GB, in which the source is far from Khanaqin city 

around 15Km. The optical fiber is Super-Mini Type 2 Core Fiber Optic Cable. 

This optical fiber cable is connected to CTC union Gigabit Ethernet Switch that 

can support QoS, Traffic classification QoS, CoS, bandwidth control for Ingress 

and Egress, Storm Control, and DiffServ.  

The whole network (See Figure 4.1 for the main network structure) of the 

company is managed by a leading main server Mikrotik CCR1016 Cloud Core 

Router which can manage many millions of packets per second. The cloud core 

router is powered by RouterOS, Dynamic routing, hotspot, firewall, MPLS, VPN, 

advanced quality of service, load balancing and bonding, real-time configuration 

and monitoring. To connect the entire network from the first main tower to the 

second main tower inside the city, many microwaves dishes have been used, as 

follows: 

 Microwaves Antenna Mimosa B11  

 Microwave antenna Exalt model E11E732-KIT  

 Mimosa B5c radio 

 InfiLINK XG is InfiNet’s  

 Rocket Dish an airMAX   
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Figure 4.1: Zanyar Company main network structure. 
 

4.3 Real life Challenges and their Solutions 
 

With these developments in the company work, the challenges become more 

difficult. In the recent five years, the revolution of smart phones, tablets and the 

social media applications has significantly increased the need of internet services 

to communicate among people. Therefore, it can be realized that users could 

simply be unsatisfied and depressed from the internet service.  
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In order to have a clear idea on the real situation, which we think it is a 

typical case for other national ISPs, we have to consider various concerns and 

issues related to QoS and hence QoE. Based on this understanding, a complete 

revision for all infrastructure aspects might be necessary to reach end user 

satisfaction. The details of most important challenges facing the considered ISP 

network and adopted solutions can be found in Appendix A. Here, we only give a 

summary on some, as follows: 

 Power supply problem: In the city where the ISP is located, there is massive 

power fault which can cause significant service interrupts hence packets lose. 

This can damage QoS and QoE. So, efficient voltage regulation and reliable 

secondary power supply facilities have been installed.  

 Network structure:  The company network is used to use three main 

servers with restricted IP address domains connected by VPN. In addition, 

all sub tower that cover blocks of the city used to have one range of IP 

address. This layer 2 network IP address configuration had caused a lot of 

bottlenecks inside the network. Thus, the network has been updated to layer 

3 configuring which   means using many ranges of IP addresses. Moreover, 

network administration issues have been tracked using one main leading 

server. 

 Security risks in entire network: As there were different network sectors, 

usernames and passwords were not unique because each sector is separated. 

To enhance network security, one powerful system has been deployed to 

manage accounting, authentication, authorization, billing issues, which is the 

SAS3 software. 

 Monitoring problems:  Previously, the process of the network monitoring 

was done by checking each network sector manually or by using simple 

software. This way was not very efficient because of the time required for 

error detection or sector down failures. A more efficient and sophisticated 
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system has been deployed for automatic detection and diagnosis of errors 

very fast by using PRTG Monitoring system checked entire networks every 

30 second.  

 Frequency Noise Problems: This is a familiar problem for national ISPs due 

to lack of national ISPs managing, controlling and dividing frequency range. 

Thus, national ISPs usually are suffering from noise and interference 

problems from other ISPs and various sources. The company default 

broadcast frequencies were limited and most of these frequencies had been 

affected by noise and interference. Therefore, company broadcasting channels 

have been updated from frequency mod manual-TX power to frequency 

mod super channel. 

4.4  QoE Results before Framework Application 

    After all these improvements in the ISP network, our proposed QoE framework 

has been applied to improve the QoE for end users through better configuration 

of the QoS parameters. However before doing that, we have collected a first 

round feedback from end users about their satisfaction on some social network 

applications. This step is necessary so that we can do fair and constructive 

comparison with end user opinions after framework application. This section is 

dedicated to present the results of the feedback of end users before application of 

the proposed framework. The results of end users feedback after framework 

application are presented in Section 4.7.   

In the first round of QoE evaluation, a questionnaire was distributed to end 

users. Users’ response to the questionnaire has been used as a source to understand 

QoE level so as to enhance the network services later. Whereas, we found 

quantitative research approach as the most appropriate approach to be conducted in 

this thesis due to the nature of the data sources that we have collected from 

questionnaire and the relation to company resources.  
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A survey has been conducted to company users to investigate how they use the 

internet services and which websites and applications mostly needed; the questions 

were related to the usage of some famous social networking applications. We have 

focused on Facebook, Viber, and Tango for their popularity among people. In this 

survey, we have obtained responses from 119 users concerning Facebook and 

Viber applications, while we collected 100 users’ responses for Tango. The 

obtained usage results are as follows: For Facebook, 95.8% of users answered yes 

and 4.2% answered no. For Viber application, 92.4% of them answered Yes and 

7.6% No. Finally for Tango application, 32% of them answered Yes and 68% No. 

These usage results are shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Facebook Usage QoE survey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Viber Usage QoE survey.   
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Figure 4.4: Tango Usage QoE survey. 

 

Moreover, we have collected feedback from end users about the level of 

satisfaction on these social services and analyzed the results. Subjective 

mechanisms (namely MOS) have been applied. Feedback can be obtained online 

from simple survey documents that can be filled by users for some extra bonus 

from the ISP. The obtained results are as follows: 

 For Facebook questionnaire, 116 users have responded, 26 of them 

answered for Facebook video rate as Bad (22.4%), 57 users answered Poor 

(49.1%), 30 users answered Fair (25.9%) , 3 users answered good (2.6%), 

and no one chose Excellent (0%).  

 For Viber questionnaire, we have collected 111 responses, 23 of them 

answered for Viber call rate as Bad (20.7%), 39 users answered Poor 

(35.1%), 34 users answered Fair (30.6%), 14 users answer Good (12.6%), 

and only 1 user answered Excellent (0.9%).  

 For Tango questionnaire, 34 users have responded, 8 of them answered for 

Tango call rate as Bad (23.5%), 8 users answered Poor (23.5%), and 14 

users answered Fair (41.2%), 3 users answered Good (8.8%), and only 1 

user answered Excellent (2.9%).  
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The user satisfaction results for Facebook case, Viber case, and Tango case 

before applying the required framework script code to the network are shown in 

Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, respectively. 

 
 

Figure 4.5: Facebook MOS survey before framework deployment. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Viber MOS survey before framework deployment. 
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Figure 4.7: Tango MOS survey before framework deployment. 

4.5 QoS Aspects of Framework Application 
 

    One of the many significant features which are provided by the Mikrotik 

routers system is the ability to differentiate and independently priorities traffic 

passing through the system based on a wide variety of criteria including source 

and destination address and port, traffic type and protocol, and even application.  

A common requirement taking advantage of this functionality is prioritization 

of interactive traffic related to real time and multimedia applications (e.g. VoIP 

and streaming video) over non real time traffic like mail and web.  In our 

proposed framework, we classify, mark and queue for traffics that we want to 

prioritize from all network traffic and let them pass through our network quickly.  

As we mentioned before in our survey, most subscribers in the considered 

company use social media applications, so we work to prioritize these 

applications by using QoS concepts and take QoE survey as a source to prioritize 

most important traffics. For each case, we describe what have been done and 

what the results of technical aspects and user satisfaction are. 
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4.5.1 Case 1: Facebook 

    In Facebook case, a script code has been developed and implemented to 

classify Facebook traffics that come from Nat section in the firewall and mark 

them in mangle section in order to prioritize this traffic by giving it a high 

priority in mangle. Finally, a powerful part in QoS is queuing by using simple 

queue and tree queue.  

 The first, step to implement the script is by putting “  /ip firewall layer7-

protocol add comment="" name=facebook regexp="facebook|fbcdn.net"  ” 

in firewall /Layer7 protocols.  

 

 The second, the script “/ip firewall mangle add action=add-dst-to-address-

list address-list="Facebook List" \ Address-list-timeout=10m 

chain=prerouting comment=Facebook dst-port=\ 80,443 layer7-

protocol=facebook protocol=tcp add action=mark-Packet chain=forward 

comment=Facebook new-packet-mark=facebook   Pass – through = no src-

address-list ="Facebook List"” has been implemented in firewall mangle 

section.  

 The third, the last section is Queuing “/queue simple Add max-

limit=3M/3M name="Facebook test" packet-marks=facebook priority=2/2 

target=""” and “/queue tree add name=facebook packet-mark=facebook 

parent=global queue=default” has been implemented in Queue section. 

All operations that have been implemented in the sectors on sub towers are 

described in Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13 below.  
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Figure 4.8: The Facebook pseudo code. 

 

 
Figure4.9: Mikrotik firewall layer7 protocols (the Facebook case). 
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Figure 4.10: Mikrotik firewall Address List (the Facebook case). 

 

Figure 4.11: Mikrotik firewall Mangle (the Facebook case). 
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Figure 4.12: Mikrotik Queue List simple Queue (the Facebook case). 

 

 
 

Figure 4.13: Mikrotik Queue List Queue Tree (the Facebook case). 

 

 
 

Before the implementation of the required Facebook script, the jitter in the 

traffic was high, as it is shown in Figure 4.14 inside sector. But after we apply the 

required script, the jitter become in lowest degrees, as shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.14: PRTG system monitoring jitter ping before apply script (the Facebook case). 

 

Figure 4.15: PRTG system monitoring jitter ping after apply script (the Facebook case). 

4.5.2 Case 2: Viber 

     In viber case, a script code has been developed and implemented to classify 

Viber traffics that come from Nat section in the firewall and mark them in mangle 

section in order to prioritize the traffic by giving it high priority in mangle. 

Finally, a powerful part in QoS concepts is queuing by using simple queue and 

tree queue together. 
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 The first step to implement the script is by putting “/ip firewall layer7-

protocol add name= viber regexp=viber|viber.com” in firewall /Layer7 

protocols.  

 The second, the script “/ip firewall mangle add action=add-dst-to-address-list 

address-list="Viber List" address-list-timeout=10m chain=prerouting 

comment="Viber 1" layer7-protocol=viber protocol=tcp add action=mark-

packet chain=forward comment="Viber 2" new-packet-mark=viber pass-

through=no src-address-list="Viber List"” has been implemented in firewall 

mangle section.  

 The third, the last section is Queueing” /queue simple add max-limit=2M/2M 

name="Viber test" packet-marks=viber priority=1/1 target="" and “/queue 

tree add name=viber packet-mark=viber parent=global queue=default” has 

been implemented in Queue section.   
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All these operations begin with a script that is divided into two main sections 

which are firewall and queue to be properly applied for the suitable traffic, as 

described in figures 4.16, 4.17 4.18, 4.19, 4.20, 4.21below. 

 

  Figure 4.16: The Viber pseudo code.                        Figure 4.17: Mikrotik Firewall Layer7 Protocol Viber  
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Figure 4.18: Mikrotik firewall Address List (the Viber case). 

 

 
 

Figure 4.19: Mikrotik Firewall Mangle (the Viber case). 
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Figure 4.20: Mikrotik Queue List simple Queue (the Viber case). 

 

Figure 4.21: Mikrotik Queue List Queue Tree (the Viber case). 

 

Before implementing the developed script, the jitter in the traffic was high 

inside the sector, as shown in Figure 4.22. But after we have applied the script, 

the jitter become in lowest degrees, as shown in Figure 4.23. 
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Figure 4.22: PRTG system monitoring jitter ping before apply script (the Viber case). 

Figure 4.23: PRTG system monitoring jitter ping after apply script (the Viber case). 
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4.5.3 Case 3: Tango 

      For the Tango case, a script code has been developed and implemented to 

classify tango traffics that come from Nat section in the firewall and mark these 

traffics in mangle section in order to prioritize the traffic by giving it high priority 

in mangle. In addition, in queuing section we have used both simple queue and 

tree queue.  

 The first step to implement the script “/ip firewall layer7-protocol add 

name=tango regexp=tango|tango.me “in firewall /Layer7 protocols.  

 The second step is applying this script “/ip firewall mangle add action=add-

dst-to-address-list address-list="Tango List" address-list-timeout=10m 

chain=prerouting comment="Tango 1" layer7-protocol=tango protocol=tcp 

add action=mark-packet chain=forward comment="Tango 2" new-packet-

mark=tango pass-through=no src-address-list="Tango List" ” in firewall 

mangle section.  

 The third step is applying these scripts “/queue simple add max-limit=1M/1M 

name="Tango test" packet-marks=tango priority=1/1 target=""” and “/queue 

tree add name=tango packet-mark=tango parent=global queue=default” in 

Queue section.  

All these implementation steps for the Tango case are shown in figures 4.24, 

4.25, 4.26, 4.27, 4.28 and 4.29, below respectively. 
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Figure 4.24: The Tango pseudo code. 

 

 

Figure 4.25: Mikrotik Firewall Layer7 Protocols (the Tango case). 
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Figure 4.26: Mikrotik firewall Address List (the Tango case). 

 
 

Figure 4.27: Mikrotik Firewall Mangle (the Tango case) 
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Figure 4.28: Mikrotik Queue List Simple Queue (the Tango case). 

 
Figure 4.29: Mikrotik Queue List Queue Tree (the Tango case) 

 

 

Before the required Tango script was implemented, the jitter in the traffic was 

high in the sector, as shown in Figure 4.30. But after the script has been applied, 

the jitter became in lowest degrees, as shown in Figure 4.31. 
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Figure 4.30: PRTG system monitoring jitter ping before apply script (the Tango case) 

 

 

Figure 4.31: PRTG system monitoring jitter ping after apply script (the Tango case) 

 

4.6 Script Chain Time 

     Besides the application of all the developed scripts in the sectors that are 

distributed on 21 towers, there are also some network parameters that need to be 

carefully chosen. Among these is the best address list time out. This parameter 

needs to be optimized such that the best possible network performance and the 

highest level of user satisfaction can be obtained. 
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In our ISP network case, we have deduced that the better tradeoff for this 

parameter can be realized by choosing its value to be 10 msec. To reach the most 

optimum choice, we have tried several possible values for the address list time. 

Figure 4.32 is a depiction for the effect of using various values of this parameter 

on CPU usage. From this figure, one can realize that if the address list time is 

increased, the CPU usage will increase as well. This might cause harm for server 

work because it forces the CPU to use specific path for all marked traffics to pass 

through. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.32: Script address list time (in msec) and CPU usage 

 

4.7  QoS Implementation in the Main Server Side 
 

      In addition to implementing the previously mentioned scripts in layer 7 in the 

sectors, another type of script in layer 3 has to be developed and implemented. 

This additional script has been implemented in the main server so that it can 

affect the work of the whole network.  

The main server script has two important parts. The first part is in firewall 

NAT section; its work is to open all port inside the network from 0-65535, as 

shown in Figure 4.33 below. The second script part works to mark the traffics on 
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ports and protocols as most social media applications use these ports and 

protocols, as shown in Figure 4.34. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.33: Main Server Script for the Nat Section 
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Figure 4.34: Script Layer 3 in the main server 

 

 

After applying the layer 3 scripts in the main server and all these 

improvements in the network, we allow all the traffic that the user demands, 

social media application, to pass through inside the network with minimum 

packet lose, delay and jitter. Figure 4.35 shows how the script works. The Figure 

4.36 explain main server down time, max jitter which is 156 and min jitter which 

is 4. Figures 4.37 and 4.38 shows the effect of the developed script on QoS 

parameters through the PRTG system monitoring sensors.   
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Figure 4.35: Script Layer 3 main server mangle. 

 

 

Figure 4.36: PRTG system ping jitter main server 
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Figure 4.37: PRTG system packet lose main server 

 

 

 

Figure 4.38: PRTG system HTTP ping delay in main server 
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4.8  QoE Results after Framework Application 

      In order to measure the amount of enhancement on QoE obtained after 

implementing the scripts required by our framework proposal, a second round of 

collecting end users’ feedback has been done. In this round of QoE survey for the 

users after implementing the scripts described in the previous QoS, the same social 

applications (Facebook, Viber and Tango) have been considered.  

However, in this round a significant positive change in users’ opinions about 

considered social services has been noticed in comparison to the first survey round, 

(before we apply the framework), as follows: 

 For the Facebook case, user responses have been collected; 13.9% of them 

answered good and 86.1% answered Excellent, as shown in Figure 4.39. 

 For the Viber case, users’ responses; 7.9% answered good and 92.1% answered 

Excellent, as shown in Figure 4.40.  

 Finally for the Tango case, users’ responses; 14.3% of them answered good and 

85.7% answered Excellent, as shown in Figure 4.41. 

 
 

Figure 4.39: Facebook MOS survey after applying scripts. 
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Figure 4.40: Viber MOS survey after applying scripts. 
 

 
 

 

 

 Figure 4.41: Tango MOS survey after applying scripts. 

 

As a summary for the results presented in this chapter, we can notice that the 

satisfaction level of end users has been significantly increased after the deployment 

of our proposed QoE framework to the considered ISP network. This important 

QoE enhancement has been obtained for all social networking applications of 

interest to this study. Hence, the relation between the QoS and QoE is an 

exponential relation because of all significant changes in the result which we 
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achieved.   As the majority of subscribers are specifically interested in (at least) one 

of these applications (Facebook, Viber, and/or Tango), the considered ISP has 

achieved satisfactory level of service delivery to the users.  

4.9  Discussion effect of framework on other application   

  

The effect that happened to other application when our framework 

implemented, was not great influence. Because  we don't have real problem with 

Google browsing and YouTube services, due to our internet provider can queue any 

extra traffic we need considering by adding new traffic queue such as Akamai 

traffic for Any other applications  or Google traffic for YouTube and other website 

belong to Google traffic , and paying for that service extra money Note: that queue 

should be added by our servers too , to make private bandwidth to our users , to get 

best result to our customers ,however we know what is the most traffic our user’s 

need , then we do this step to improve Facebook, Viber ,Tango , Google  and 

YouTube. Figures 4.42, 4.43, 4.44, 4.45 shown how Google traffic work, in the 

company and the most of these subscribers don’t have any problems with Google 

browsing and YouTube services. 

 

   

Figure 4.42: Mikrotik firewall layer7 protocol (Google and YouTube). 
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Figure 4.43: Mikrotik firewall Address List (Google and YouTube). 

 

 

  

 

Figure 4.44: Mikrotik Mangle (Google and YouTube). 

 

 

Figure 4.45: Mikrotik simple Queue (Google and YouTube). 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work 

 

5.1  Conclusions  
 

As mentioned before the satisfaction level of end user has been changed, when QoS 

enhanced. After framework implement in ISPs, the QoS and QoE has been 

significantly increased. In this work QoE has been enhanced through QoS, most 

social media applications have been improved as a response to user demand. The 

relation between QoS and QoE is show to as any change in QoS proportion effect 

on QoE significantly. For this purpose after this work, we consider the relation 

between QoS and QoE are expositional relation. 

There has been also good enhancement in some network QoS parameters. For 

example, it is possible to consider the enhancement presented by jitter ping before 

and after implement the framework. In Facebook case, the jitter ping was 88 msec, 

after implementing it becomes 14 msec. In Viber case, the jitter ping was 88 msec, 

after implementing it becomes 7 msec. In Tango case, the jitter ping was 88 msec, 

after implementing it becomes 14 msec.      

The results that be achieved from framework implement are show the successful of 

ISPs to response to new user demand and challenge the markets. All 

methodologies, tools and techniques related to QoS and QoE has been studied in 

this thesis. The framework that implemented in ISPs can restructure entire network 

parameters to be able to adopt with QoS challenges and user new demands like 

multimedia application ,because each of these applications have different QoS 

parameters. Therefore the most important points of conclusions that can be inferred 

from this work can be specified as follows: 
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1) Any QoE framework must consider the relevant QoS parameters. In this 

work, all-important QoS parameters like delay, jitter, and packet lose, 

and bandwidth have been considered, as main factors for enhance QoE 

for national ISPs.  

2) It is necessary for any ISP, or any service network, to enhance all basic 

infrastructure aspects of the network (like power supply, network device, 

security aspects, monitoring techniques, broadcasting bandwidth, etc.). 

However, this is not sufficient for QoE enhancement. The required level of 

user satisfaction can only be obtained with properly approaching various 

issues and requirements aspects of QoS and QoE on various levels of the 

network hierarchy.  

3) The user feedback is done based on QoE survey before implementing the 

scripts required in accordance with the proposed QoE framework has 

shown low level of user satisfaction; the highest percentage (49.1%) of 

users responded as Poor for Facebook service, 35.1% of users responded 

with Poor for Viber, while only a percentage of 41.2% of users responded 

with Good for Tango.   

4) There was significant enhancement in user satisfaction levels after 

implementing the scripts required by the proposed framework; majority 

percentage (86.1%) of users responded with Excellent Facebook, majority 

of 92.1% responded with Excellent for Viber and majority of 85.7% of 

Excellent for Tango. 

5) The results of applying the proposed framework have supported the thought 

that the relationship between QoE and QoS is of expositional type because 

the improvements in QoS parameters have resulted in significant 

enhancements in user perception and experience.  
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6) Prioritizing traffic packets of demanded applications like Facebook, Viber 

and Tango has enabled us to satisfy the end users and improve QoE level 

according to the concept of highest level services. This emphasizes the 

necessity of clearly understanding specific users’ needs in order to 

implement any QoE solution. 

7) Based on the obtained results from the real-life application considered, we 

expect this approach to be helpful for national ISPs to better understand 

how to control and manage their networks’ various parameters and 

resources to offer a satisfactory level of QoE for future e-society services. 

Hence, we prudently claim that the proposed QoE framework can be 

beneficial and important for entire national ISPs. 

5.2  Suggestions for Future Work 
 

     As for future works, many suggestions can be put forward either to 

improve this work or other related works in the following areas: 

 

1. It is recommended to consider other more efficient queuing 

techniques like low latency queuing (LLQ) which is only supported 

by Cisco products and not by Mikrotik products. 

2. This recommended considering other QoE measurement techniques 

such as subjective measurement (Qualitative) and objective 

measurement like human biological factors, technical factors, etc. 

3.  Further work can consider applying other network media 

applications such as WeChat application, Telegram application, etc.  

4.  Applying other hybrid scripting techniques can result in better QoE 

enhancements for end users. Because all scripts that used classify 

the traffic based on IP address with host domain. But it possible to 
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use script can classify the traffics based on multiple parameters like 

IP address, ports and types of protocol, and host name.    

5. It is also possible to extend our work by more consideration for 

safety and security issues. Because in this thesis did not improved 

the security or discussed security weaknesses. So all ports that thesis 

social media application used must be monitored.       
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Appendix A 

Challenges Facing the Considered ISP (Zanyar Co.)  

And Adopted Solutions 

 

A.1 Network Structure Overview 

To connect the entire network from the first main tower to the second main 

tower inside the city, many microwaves dishes have been used, as follows: 

 Microwaves Antenna Mimosa B11 model: The Mimosa B11 backhaul radio 

is designed for the modern Internet area, adapting instantly to variable 

upstream and downstream bandwidth requirements [61]. 

 Microwave antenna Exalt model E11E732-KIT - Exalt Extend Air G2 

11GHz, 200 Mbps, Gigabit, Ethernet, FCC, TR (Full Link Kit) gigabit 

Ethernet microwave system for high capacity backhaul [63].  

 Mimosa B5c radio; which is the industry’s fastest connected unlicensed and 

public safety connectivity solution, allowing virtually any antenna to be used 

for long distance Point to Point backhaul. The B5c is ideal for long range 

relay and tower links and custom engineered collocation [60].  

 InfiLINK XG is InfiNet’s model: The InfiNet Wireless is a family of Point-

to-Multipoint solutions designed for reliable connectivity, and available in 

both licensed and unlicensed frequency band. These solutions come with a 

number of powerful features that significantly enhance performance, such as 

unconditional media-applications traffic (VoIP, video, etc.) prioritization of 

data types, flexible Quality-of-Service manager, etc. [62]. 

 Rocket Dish an airMAX model: carrier class 2x2 PtP bridge dish antenna 

model RD-5G34. This rocket dish is used with mimosa B5c radio to achieve 

maximum reliability and stability in the work. Rocket dish is a powerful 
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performance for long-range links robust design and construction for outdoor 

use seamless integration with rocket radios [59].   

The most important challenges that had faced the considered ISP network 

and their adopted solutions are: 

A.2 Power supply problem 

Admittedly in the city where the ISP is located, there is massive power fault which 

can cause significant service interrupts hence packets lose. This can damage QoS 

and QoE. So, Power Supplies EFFEKTA; more reliable and stable in voltage is 

used [56]. All the features of  Effekta is described in Table A1 and all the features 

of Narada battery can be found in Table A2 [57].   

 

Table A1: the Effekta inverter. 
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Table A2: the Narada battery. 
  

 
 

 
 

A.3 Network structure 

The company network had used to provide three main servers which are; the first 

main server with this IP address “62.201.219.72”, the second main server with IP 

address “62.210.219.80” and the final main server with IP address 

“62.201.219.95“. These main servers were controlling entire network inside the 

city and outside the city. All these networks were connected by VPN. In addition, 

all sub tower that cover blocks of the city had worked with one range of IP address 

172.16.30.X. This network IP address configuration is layer 2 and caused a lot of 

bottlenecks inside the network. 

This problem has been solved by re-configuring the network and rising up to 

layer three which means the network has begun to use many ranges of IP addresses   

“172.16.33.X, 172.16.30.X, 172.16.36.X, 172.16.31.X” and every range has a 

gateway IP address. Moreover, these are all administrated by one leading main 

server with this IP address 62.201.219.112 which managed entire the network. 
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Figures A1 and A2 show server 72 and server 80, while Figure A3 shows the new 

main server Mikrotik cloud core router. 

 
 

Figure A1: The output interface server 72. 

 

 
 

Figure A2: The input interface server 80. 
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Figure A3: The interface of main server mikrotik cloud core router. 
 

A.4 Security risks in entire network 

The routing configures PPPoE that uses broadband connection. The user needs to 

username and password to connect to the network as a user identification to receive 

the service. And all username and password must register in the sectors. In 

addition, the usernames and passwords are not unique because each sector is 

separate from other sectors, as shown in Figure A4.  

To solve this security weakness inside the network, SAS system has been used, 

which is currently a powerful system to manage, accounting, authentication and 

authorization. SAS3 is a complete billing system which offers a variety of different 

features to suit any ISP's needs [65]. It also enables ISP managers to take full 

control over their precious resources and network elements, as shown in figures A5 

and A6. 
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Figure A4: The PPP secret user interface identification.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A5: The SAS system Dashboard.  
 

 

 
Figure A6: The SAS system User List. 
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A.5 monitoring problems 

The process of the network monitoring was previously done by checking each 

sector manually or by using the Dude monitoring software from Mikrotik 

Company. This way is not very efficient because it causes delay in error detection 

and discovering the sector down failures. So for faster diagnostic and detection of 

errors for sectors, a new sophisticated monitoring system (PRTG system) has been 

deployed. This system analyzes the network by using many sensors every 30 sec, 

so it is much faster than the other way [64]. Figures A7 and A8 shown the 

interfaces of the PRTG system. 

 

 

 
 

Figure A7: The PRTG system device list.  
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Figure A8: The PRTG system home interface.  

 

Both SAS system and PRTG system have been installed on powerful server 

hardware HP Z400 with these descriptions: 

 Form Factor: Convertible Mini-Tower workstation 

 Processors: Intel Xeon Dual/Quad/Hex Core (3500/3600 Series) 

 RAM: Up to 24GB with DDR3 ECC or Non-ECC RAM 

 Hard Drives: Up to 2 x 3.5" (LFF) SAS/SATA 

 Drive Controller: Integrated 6-Channel SATA RAID (0, 1, 5 & 10) 

 Power Supply: 475W or 600W (80% Efficiency) Non Hot-Plug (PFC) PSU 

 Expansion Slots: 2 PCIe x16 Gen2 Graphics, 1 PCIe x4 Gen2, 1 PCIe x4, 2 

PCI slots 
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A.6 Frequency Noise Problems 

This is the familiar problem for national ISPs due to unorganized usage of the 

frequency spectrum. The interference and noise on the limited frequencies make it 

difficult to choose right frequency channel to the sectors for broadcasting; each 

frequency isn’t stable and effected by noise signals in the air. In Zanyar company 

default frequencies were used to be 43 frequencies for broadcast and most of these 

frequencies had been affected by noise. In addition, overall TX CCQ down for 40% 

and less, as shown in Figure A9. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A9: The frequency list and frequency usage in wireless interface. 
 
 

To solve this frequency noise problem, the company decided to change 

broadcasting channels from frequency mod manual-TX power to frequency mod 

super channel .which has a vast range of frequencies to avoid noise channels. 

These frequencies from 4920 to 6100 and keep Overall TX CCQ sector in highest 

degrees which is 90% and above, as shown in Figure A10. 
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Figure A10: Frequency list and frequency usage in wireless interface for super channel mod. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
 

 
 

 

لانترنيت إجودة الخدمة لمزودي خدمات وفق  تحسين جودة التجربة

لمستخدمين لالجديدة  لمتطلباتلستجابة إالمحلية   

 

 

 رسالة

 مقدمة الى مجلس كلية العلوم 
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نيل درجة ماجستيم في علوم   

الحاسبات   

 

 

 من قبل

 دانا كريم حمه غريب كريم

جامعة السليمانية( 0202)بكالوريوس علوم الحاسبات   
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 الخلاصة

 

كما ان استخدام تطبيقات . في السنوات القليلة الماضية، أصبحت نسبة البيانات تزداد بصورة كبيرة جدا

. ت التواصل الاجتماعي إزدادت يوما بعد يوم في حياة الانسان الأجتماعيةالوسائط المتعددة ومنها تطبيقا

الدنيا والنسبة القصوى الانتاجية وتحتاج تطبيقات الوسائط المتعددة خصوصا وبصورة قوية الى ضمان نسبة 

كبيرا إن الوصول لمستوى إرضاء المستخدمين يعتبرتحديا . لعمل بها بشكل مرضالتي يستمر المدة الكمون 

فضلا عن الأدارة الفعالة . في العمل للشركات المزودة لخدمة الأنترنت والعاملة في بيئة عالية التكنلوجيا

واخذ كل ذلك بعين ( QoE)وجودة التجربة ( QoS)للشبكات يتطلب فهما دقيقا للعلاقة بين جودة الخدمة 

 .الأعتبار

لمزودة لخدمات الأنترنت كونها تحتاج وبصورة متزايدة هذه الرسالة تهتم بالمشاكل التي تواجه الشركات اإن 

ولهذا السبب نقترح إطار عمل . الى قدرة أكثر في توصيل الخدمات المطلوبة للمشركين وبمقايس عالية الجودة

عام لتحسين جودة التجربة من خلال استخدام وترتيب افضل لعوامل جودة الخدمة ومع قياس ردود أفعال 

جزء جودة الخدمة :إن إطار العمل المقترح يتضمن جزئين رئيسين . عد تطبيق إطار العملالمستخدمين قبل وب

مستويي وجزء جودة التجربة، حيث أن جزء جودة الخدمة يتعامل مع مختلف المقاييس التي لها صلة بكل من 

 .السيطرة والبيانات

ا شركة وطنية لتزويد خدمات ولأجل التحقق عمليا من نجاعة وكفاءة إطار العمل المقترح، فقد إخترن

ولقد أظهرت النتائج الواقعية التي تم الحصول عليها أن مستوى . الإنترنيت لتطبيق مقترحنا عليه بشكل واقعي

إرضاء المستخدمين قد إزداد بشكل كبير بعد تطبيق إطار العمل المقترح الخاص بنا لمزودي خدمات 

كبير فيما يخص تحسين جودة التجربة  لكافة تطبيقات التواصل وقد كانت النتائج إيجابية بشكل . الأنترنيت 

  .التي تم أخذها بعين الأعتبارفي هذة الرسالة ( الفيس بوك و الفايبر و التانجو)الإجتماعي 

 



 

 
 

 
 

قبل تطبيق , بالنسبة الى حالة تحسين الفيس بوك معظم المستخدمين كان مستوى تقيمهم مقبول للخدمة المقدمة

لكن بعد تطبيق إطار العمل فأن النتائج المستحصلة يظهر تحسن مستمرلإرضاء , قدمإطار العمل الم

حالات مماثلة من . من المستخدمين كان تقيمهم للخدمة الفيس بوك ممتارة% 02المستخدمين فكان نتائج 

أثير سلبي بعد تطبيق إطار العمل المقدم مع ذكر ت.التحسن حصلنا عليها في كلا من تطبيقات الفايبر والتانجو

 ping)في الواقع إن تحسين في بعض عوامل جودة الخدمة له تأثير على تقليل. يذكر على الخدمات الاخرى 

jitter)   مرات بعد تطبيق إطار العمل في مختلف الخدمات 6بمستوى. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 ۆت گوزارى  ب خزمه یتڵكوا ێیپ به  وه كردنهيتاق یتڵكوا  یباشتركردن

 ینير ئه كى هيستيوێكو پ وه تينترنيئ یبوار یت گوزار خزمه یاكانيمپانۆك

شداربووان به یداواكار  له يێنو  

 

 

ك هي نامه  

زانست  یجيلۆك ین نجومه ئه به  كراوه ش شكهێپ  

یكان هيستيداوێپ  له كيش ك به وه یمانێسل ۆیزانك  له  

ماستر ی بروانامه ینانێسته ده به   

ر وتهيمپۆزانستى ك  له   

 

نيلا له  

ميكر بيغر حمه ميدانا كر  

یمانێسل ۆیزانك,(0202)ر وتهيمپۆك یزانست  له سيۆرۆبكال  

 

 

یرشت رپه سه به  

 

یناب ج ئالجه ره فه  هيتا انيسف.د  
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  پوخته

 
 بەهەمان. کردووە زیادی دراماتیکی شێوەیەکی بە داتا بەکارهێنانی ڕێژەی ڕابردوودا ساڵی چەند لە

 بەشێوەیەکی دەکات زیاد کۆمەڵایەتی تۆڕێ خزمەتگوزارییەکانی یان بەرنامە بەکارهێنانی شێوە،

 بەرنامەکانی ئاشکرایە وەکو گرنگتر لەهەموویشی. مرۆڤەکاندا کۆمەڵایەتی ژیانی لە سەرسورهێنەر

 بەمەبەستی (Latency )دواکەوتن کەمترین گەرەنتی و باش باندوزێکی بە بە هەیە پێویستی مەلتیمیدیا

 بووەتە ئەمەش بێگومان. خزمەتگوزارییەکان لە هێنەران بەکار ڕەزامەندی هێنانی بەدەست

. کاردا بازاری لە بوون بەردەوام بۆ ئینتەرنێت بواری کۆمپانیاکانی لەبەردەم هەنووکەیی بەرەنگارییەکی

 و خزمەتگوزاری کواڵێتی نێوان پەیوەندی دەبێت بەربەستانە ئەم بەسەر سەرکەوتن و بەدیهێنان بۆ

 .      بکرێت ڕەچاو کردنەوە تاقی

 بەردەم کێشەکانی کردنی بەدەستنیشان بۆ دەکرێت بەدواداچوون و خوێندنەوە ماستەرنامەیەدا، لەم

 بە خزمەتگوزارییەکان گەیاندنی بۆ بەردەوام پێویستیەکی وەک ئینتەرنێت بواری کۆمپانیاکانی

 زانستی و ئەکادیمی چوارچێوەیەکی پێشنیاری ماستەرنامەیدا لەم بۆیە. پەسەندکراو و بەرز کواڵیتیەکی

 بۆ باشتر ڕێکخستنی و بەکارهێنان ڕێگەی لە کردنەوە تاقی کواڵیتی کردنی باشتر بۆ گشتگیر

Parameter سەرەکی بەشی دوو لە پێکهاتووە پێشنیارەش ئەم. دەکرێت خزمەتگوزاری کواڵیتی ەکانی 

 کار خزمەتگوزاری کواڵیتی بەشی لە. کردنەوە تاقی و خزمەتگوزاری کواڵیتی بەشی لە بریتین کە

 بۆ. هەیە Data Plane و  Control Plane  بە پەیوەندیان کە دەکرێت هەژمارانە ئەو لەسەر

 بواری خزمەتگوزاری بواری کۆمپانیایەکی بریاردرا پێشنیارەکەمان، سەرکەوتنی لە دڵنیابوون

                                                                                                    .پێشنیازکراو چوارچێوەی کردنی ئەکتیڤ بۆ بەکاربێت ئینتەرنێت

. پەسەندکراو ئاستێکی دەگاتە خزمەتگوزارییەکان لە ڕازیبوون ئاستی کە دەدەن نیشان ئەوە ئەنجامەکان

 و Tango وەک کۆمەڵایەتی یتۆڕ بەرنامەکانی بۆ کردنەوە تاقی کواڵیتی کردنی باشتر گرنگی ئەمەش

Facebook و Viber دەردەخات. 

درابوو  مڵاند  و سە پە  بە انینگاندن سەڵ هە یشدابووان ئاست بە ی زوربە Facebook سی كە ۆت ب نسبە بە

  كە framework  یكردنێج بەێباش ج مڵا بە  كە  framework ىكردنێج بەێج شێیپ  كەێت گوزار خزمە ۆب

  لە ابینا ۆب راۆگ انینگاند سەڵ هە یشداربووان ئاست بە  لە% 09  رز بوو كە بە یكیئاست  لەكان  نجامە ئە

 . Facebook ی سی كە



 

 
 

 
 

 

 یكردنێج بەێپاش ج Tango و  Viber یكان سەی كە ۆوام ب رده بە یشچونێبروپ  لە  وهێهاوش یكان تە ەڵحا

framework ر  هە دایراست  لە. تر یكانێت گوزار ر خزمە سە لە ڤیتێگ نە یر گەیكار ی وه نانەێرهیب بە ڵ گە لە,  كە

  ping jitter ر سە  كات لە ده یر گەیكار یگوزارت  خزمە یتڵاۆك یكان ه parameter كێند هە  لە یباشتركردن

 .كانداێت گوزار موو خزمە هە ۆیك  لە  كە framework  م ئە یكردنێج بەێپاش ج,متر  كە  نده وه ئە 6 یئاست  بە


